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Abstract
Arctic cyclones (ACs) are atmospheric phenomena that severely affect the Arctic
environment. Accurate prediction of ACs is therefore necessary to address associated
environmental and societal concerns. This study investigated the predictability of extraordinary
ACs during summer (June–August) using operational medium-range ensemble forecasts and
the second-generation Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) reforecast.
Ten extraordinary ACs were identified for summer seasons during 2008–2016. Because of
the sparse observational network, larger uncertainties in assimilated atmospheric state are
expected over the Arctic than at lower latitudes. The central pressure and position of individual
mature ACs operationally analyzed by numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers are similar
to those of ERA-Interim reanalysis. The average differences between each NWP center’s
analysis of central pressure and position for the 10 ACs and those of ERA-Interim are less than
0.5 hPa and 37.6 km, respectively.
We found that accurate predictions of an upper-level trough and tropopause polar vortices
(TPVs) were important for prediction of extraordinary ACs. Predicted development of ACs is
affected by merging prediction between pre-existing ACs over the Arctic and cyclones
migrating from lower latitude (mid-latitude cyclones). Predictions of development of ACs are
also influenced by the prediction of upper-level trough and ridge through baroclinic growth of
mid-latitude cyclones. Predicted positions of ACs are primarily influenced by predicted
positions of TPVs because of coupling between surface cyclone of pre-existing ACs and TPVs.
Predictions of upper-level trough and ridge also have an influence on predicted position of ACs
position through steering winds. In addition, the predicted upper-level trough and ridge affect
the prediction of cyclogenesis of the mid-latitude cyclones. Therefore, when both the upperlevel trough and TPV are correctly predicted, the merging of a mid-latitude cyclone with a preexisting AC is well predicted, resulting in an accurate prediction of the development and
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position of the AC. In some cases, the accurate predictions of the cyclone merging are more
important for predictions of the AC development than those of the AC location. In other cases,
the accurate predictions of cyclone merging are more important to prediction of the AC location.
The forecast skill for 10 extraordinary ACs that occurred in summer during 2008–2016,
based on five leading operational medium-range ensemble forecasts, indicates that 90 %
ensemble member predict the existence of the ACs at lead times of ≤3.5 days. The average
central position errors of the predicted ACs are less than half the mean radius of the 10 ACs
(469.1 km) at lead times of 2.5–4.5 days. Average central pressure errors of the predicted ACs
are 5.5–10.7 hPa at such lead times. Overall, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) shows a 1.0- to 1.5-day advantage in predicting the existence probability,
central pressure, and central position of extraordinary ACs compared with other centers.
The forecast skills of existence probability, central pressure, and central position for 26
extraordinary ACs in summer during 1986–2016 from the GEFS reforecast are similar to those
for the 10 ACs from the operational medium-range ensemble forecasts. No improvements
appeared in the forecast skills of the extraordinary ACs at all lead times. From the verification
of the strike probability for ACs within a 400-km radius, the probability information is useful
compared with a reference forecast in 1.0- to 5.0-day forecasts, although the forecast
probabilities were overconfident for lead times more than 1.0 days.

Keywords: Arctic cyclone, medium-range ensemble forecast, cyclone merging, tropopause
polar vortex, forecast skill, predictability
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Arctic climate and cyclonic activity in the Arctic
A radiative cooling forms a global low-pressure area and maintains the year-round polar
vortex over the Arctic. Cold air mass over the Arctic influences the mid-latitude weather when
the cold air blows into mid-latitude by the meandering of the westerly (Osborn, 2011; Shepherd,
2016). The accumulation and blowing out of the cold air are known as the natural variations
like Arctic Oscillation (Thompson and Wallece, 1998, Ogi et al. 2004) and North Atlantic
Oscillation (Ambaum et al. 2001). These natural variations become pronounced in winter.
In recent years, the effects on high- and mid-latitude environments not only by natural
variability but also by reduction of sea ice caused by Arctic Amplification (Serreze and Francis,
2006; Nagato and Tanaka, 2012; Cohen et al. 2014) attract a lot of attention. In particular, the
relationship between reduction of sea ice and the change of atmospheric circulation is studied
actively (e.g. Coumou et al., 2015; Knudsen et al., 2015; Lynch et al. 2016; Mori et al. 2014;
Nakamura et al., 2016; Ogi et al. 2016; Semmler et al. 2016; Serreze et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2016; Screen 2017a, b). However, the effects of sea ice reduction and the interaction between
high- and mid-latitude are very complex (Overland et al. 2016), and the studies of those
relations and interactions are progressing (Screen, 2017c).
Cyclonic activity over the Arctic affects the Arctic climate systems on a variety of
timescales from long-term to short- and medium-term ranges. As long-term effects, cyclones
migrating from mid-latitudes bring large amounts of heat and water vapor (Graversen and Wang,
2009). Luo et al. (2017) and Johansson et al. (2017) indicated that the combination of cyclonic
activity over the North Atlantic and blocking anticyclone over the Ural Mountain caused
intrusion of a large amount of water vapor into the Arctic. Cyclones over the Arctic also
influence the ice-albedo feedback through changes in snow, sea ice, and cloud cover (Yoshimori
et al. 2014; Letterly et al. 2015). These influences contribute to the progressing of Arctic
8

Amplification. As short- to medium-range impacts, cyclones over the Arctic Ocean decreased
sea water temperature at 0–20 m depth (Inoue and Hori, 2011). Besides, intense cyclones caused
reduction of sea ice not only in summer (Parkinson and Comiso, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013a) but
also in winter (Boisvert et al. 2016). However, the statistical relationship between cyclone
activity and reduction of sea ice is unclear. Screen et al (2011) represented that the fewer
cyclones over the Arctic during May to July caused to the lower September sea ice area.
Simmonds and Keay (2009) showed the September sea ice extent reduction with increasing
cyclone strength and size over the Arctic. In contrast, Koyama et al. (2017) indicated that the
potential of cyclogenesis and an amount of moisture over the Arctic increase in the following
year with less September sea ice, but frequency and intensity of individual cyclones show no
consistent increase with the reduction of sea ice. In general, the number (strength) of cyclones
in summer is greater (weaker) than in winter over the Arctic (Zhang et al. 2004; Serreze and
Barrett, 2008, Sepp and Jaagus, 2011, Koyama et al. 2017).

1.2 Arctic cyclones
Among cyclones over the Arctic, a unique type of cyclone sometimes occurs, referred to
as an Arctic Cyclone (AC) (Tanaka et al., 2012; Aizawa and Tanaka 2016). ACs have a different
structure from mid-latitude cyclones during their mature stage. ACs are characterized by a
warm core and a descending motion at the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere and a
cold core and an ascending motion at the lower troposphere. In addition, ACs show a barotropic
structure of vorticity from a surface to lower stratosphere due to the establishment of a
connection between a surface (lower-level) cyclone and an upper-level polar vortex. The
connection of vortices causes a long lifetime of ACs (Simmonds and Rudeva, 2014), mainly
due to the downward intrusion of positive potential vorticity from lower stratosphere to the
upper troposphere (Tao et al., 2017). By contrast, Crawford and Serreze (2015, 2016) and Day
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and Hodges (2017) reported that the cyclones migrating into the Arctic in summer were
intensified by the baroclinicity of the Arctic frontal zone. Furthermore, Aizawa et al. (2014)
also displayed that ACs intensified through merging with mesoscale cyclones generated over
the Arctic frontal zone by numerical simulations using a cloud-resolving global model, called
Nonhydrostatic ICosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM). For an extreme AC occurred in
August 2016, Yamagami et al. (2017) indicated that both baroclinic instability and vertical
connection of the vortices associated with the merging of surface cyclones contribute to the
development of ACs.

1.3 Predictability of Arctic atmosphere
The human activities over the Arctic, like shipping on the Northern Sea Route (Eguíluz et
al., 2016; Melia et al., 2016) and extraction of natural gas and oil resources, becomes accessible
due to the recent reduction in sea ice reduction. Meanwhile, the cyclone activity over the Arctic
becomes high in the summer and autumn. Therefore, accurate short- to medium-range weather
forecasts are required to ensure safe human activities.
However, limited studies were conducted on predictability for Arctic atmosphere on shortto medium-range timescales. Bauer et al. (2015) demonstrated that medium-range forecasts
showed a similar trend of forecast improvement over the Arctic compared with improvements
at lower latitude using numerical weather prediction (NWP) models from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) medium-range forecast. They also showed
that the difference in initial analyses among NWP centers was large over the Arctic, especially
in surface and lower-level variables. Jung and Matsueda (2016) showed that the predictability
of the geopotential height at 500 hPa over the Arctic region in winter was comparable to that
over mid-latitude regions using operational medium-range ensemble weather forecast systems.
As demonstrated by Bauer et al. (2015), they also showed that the analysis uncertainty—
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especially in near-surface variables—for the Arctic was larger than for mid-latitude regions.
Since cyclones over the Arctic is affected by the baroclinicity in the Arctic frontal zone located
between continent, ocean, and sea ice (Crawford and Serreze, 2016; Inoue and Hori, 2011;
Serreze et al. 2001), the analysis uncertainties of near-surface variables can influence their
prediction.
In addition to the lower-level fields, upper-level fields also have an impact on the
predictability of the Arctic atmosphere. Data assimilation experiments for radiosonde
observations at ice-free ocean by the Atmospheric general circulation model For the Earth
Simulator (AFES) showed that these observations improved analyses and forecasts of upperlevel temperature over the Arctic (Inoue et al., 2012), predictions of cold weather events at midlatitude (Sato et al., 2017), and tropical and mid-latitude cyclones predictions (Sato et al., 2018).
In particular, Yamazaki et al. (2015) investigated the improvement of prediction for the AC in
August 2012 (AC12). Their results showed that the predictions assimilated with the additional
radiosonde observations were improved compared with the predictions without the radiosonde
observations, mainly due to an improvement of initial error for the upper polar vortex.
Furthermore, forecasts of sea-ice cover over the Northern Sea Route were dependent on
predicted AC12 (Ono et al., 2016). Therefore, accurate prediction of ACs is vital for the safety
of human activity over the Arctic.

1.4 Purpose of this study
Ensemble forecasts with perturbed initial and/or boundary conditions were conducted by
numerous operational NWP centers routinely to provide probabilistic information regarding
high-impact weather and to estimate weather forecast uncertainties. Previous studies have used
medium-range ensemble forecasts to investigate the forecast skill for various atmospheric
phenomena in the tropics and mid-latitudes (e.g. Frame et al., 2011, 2013; Froude, 2010, 2011;
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Matsueda, 2009, 2011; Matsueda and Endo, 2011; Matsueda and Kyouda, 2016; Matsueda and
Palmer, 2018; Yamaguchi et al. 2012; Zhang et al., 2013b). Although extraordinary ACs in
summer have significant impacts on the Arctic climate and human activities over the Arctic,
their forecast skills have not yet been assessed.
In this study, extraordinary ACs in summer (June–August) and their predictability were
investigated using medium-range ensemble forecasts, focusing on existence probability, central
pressure, and central position at the mature stage.
Data and methods for cyclone detection and verification of ensemble forecasts are described
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 depicts the results of analyses for observed and predicted extraordinary
ACs in summer. Discussion and conclusion are described in the Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2 Data and Methods
2.1 Data
Operational medium-range ensemble forecast data from five leading NWP centers,
available at the data portal of The Interactive Grand Global Ensemble (TIGGE, Swinbank et al.,
2016), are used in this study. The NWP centers used in this study are the Canadian
Meteorological Centre (CMC), ECMWF, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the US
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and the United Kingdom Met Office
(UKMO). These five NWP centers show higher forecast skill over the Northern Hemisphere
(Matsueda and Tanaka, 2008; Swinbank et al. 2016) and the Arctic (Jung and Matsueda, 2016)
than the remaining NWP centers.
Configurations of the five operational ensemble prediction systems (EPSs) are summarized
in Table 2.1. In summary, JMA (UKMO) has the shortest forecast length of 9.0 (7.25) days until
(after) November 2014. CMC and NCEP have the longest forecast length (16 days). The
ensemble sizes of CMC and NCEP are the smallest (21 members), and ECMWF and JMA are
the largest (51 members). After November 2014, UKMO has the smallest ensemble size of 12
members. All NWP centers changed the horizontal and vertical resolutions of forecast models
more than once during 2008–2016. Initial perturbations for ECMWF and JMA are made by
singular vector. On the other hand, initial perturbations for CMC, NCEP, and UKMO are made
by the ensemble kalman filter, ensemble transform rescaling, and ensemble transform kalman
filter, respectively. Only the ECMWF atmospheric model coupled with a dynamical ocean
model. All EPSs uncouple with dynamical sea-ice model. The data assimilation method for
CMC and NCEP are the Ensemble Kalman filter and the Grid-Point Statistical Interpolation
(GSI, Klest et al., 2009). The other centers use the four-dimensional variational data
assimilation method. Matsueda and Nakazawa (2015), Jung and Matsueda (2015), and
Swinbank et al. (2016) give additional details of these EPSs. We use the ensemble forecast data
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initialized at 1200 UTC on each day in summer (June–August) during 2008–2016. The
ensemble forecast data are interpolated into a grid spacing of 2.5° and have a 6-hourly temporal
resolution. Note that NCEP has some data gaps in 2016.
The second-generation Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) reforecast data (Hamill
et al., 2013) provided by National Ocean and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) are also
used in this study. This dataset is created using NCEP EPS with an approximately fixed NWP model
and data assimilation system. The GEFS reforecast is a dataset consisting of medium-range

ensemble forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC on each day from 1 December 1984 to the present.
Configurations of EPS for the GEFS reforecast are summarized in Figure 2.1. The GEFS
reforecast has the forecast length of 16 days and 11 ensemble members throughout the entire
period. The GEFS reforecast was created by the NWP model with a resolution of T190L28 from
1 December 1985 to 19 February 2012. The resolution changed to T254L42 for day 0–8 and
T190L42 for day 8–16 after 20 February 2012. The method of data assimilation was also
upgraded twice during 1986–2016. The NCEP climate forecast system reanalysis (CFSR) was
used as a control analysis (defined as an initial analysis of a control forecast) from 1 December
1984 to 19 February 2011. The operational GSI analysis was used as the control analysis of the
GEFS reforecast from 20 February 2011 to 21 May 2012. After 22 May 2012, the control
analysis was estimated by the Hybrid ensemble Kalman filter-variational analysis (Hamill et al.
2011). In contrast to operational EPSs, the GEFS reforecast data is created using an
approximately fixed EPS. Therefore, an improvement of forecast skill in the Northern
Hemisphere (Hamill et al., 2013) and the Arctic (Daily scores for GEFS reforecasts available
at the TIGGE museum, (http://gpvjma.ccs.hpcc.jp/TIGGE/GEFS_score_all.html)) during
1986–2016 is expected to be primarily due to an increase in the number of observations used
for data assimilation. The GEFS reforecast data were interpolated into a grid spacing of 1.0°,
and a 12-hourly temporal resolution in all the period.
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The ECMWF reanalysis (ERA-) Interim (Dee et al., 2011) is used for the detection of
extraordinary ACs. The ERA-Interim are interpolated into a horizontal grid spacing of 2.5° and
a 6-hourly temporal resolution. Forecasts of the five leading NWP centers in TIGGE was
verified against the ERA-Interim. In contrast, the verification of the GEFS reforecast was
conducted against own control analysis.

2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Detection of extraordinary ACs
Detection of extraordinary ACs consists of two steps (Figure 2.1). First, all cyclone centers at each
time step were detected by applying a method developed by Aizawa and Tanaka (2016) (Figure 2.1a).
In this method, sea level pressure (SLP) of a common longitude–latitude grid is interpolated into an
equal-distance x–y grid (40 km) centered on the North Pole. The SLP at the target grid point is compared
with SLP averaged over all grid points between 500 and 550 km from the target grid point. When SLP
at the target grid point is 2 hPa lower than the averaged SLP, and the derivative at the target grid point
shows a local minimum for both x and y directions, the grid is regarded as a candidate for a cyclone
center. Second, extraordinary ACs were selected from the identified cyclone centers in the first step. The
cyclones satisfying the following three criteria were regarded as the extraordinary ACs (Figure 2.1b):
the central pressure was less than 980 hPa, the central position was north of 70°N, and the area-averaged
(within 800 km of the cyclone center) temperature anomaly at 250 hPa was higher than 5 K. The mature
stage of each AC was defined as the time when the AC showed the lowest central pressure. Because all
the NWP centers in TIGGE provides control analyses at 0000 and 1200 UTC on each day, the time of
the mature stage of the ACs was selected at those times.
The cyclone tracking was conducted based on the nearest-neighbor method (Murray and Simmonds,
1991; Pezza et al., 2012), and the radius of each AC was measured based on an area of an outermost
closed SLP contour with 1 hPa intervals including single cyclone center (Yamagami et al., 2017).
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The centers of both ACs and mid-latitude cyclones can be detected using the method employed in
this study. Here, ACs and mid-latitude cyclones were separated further based on their temperature in the
upper troposphere at 250 hPa. A cyclone center was identified as an AC (mid-latitude cyclone) when the
cyclone exhibited positive temperature anomalies aloft (in the rear of) the surface cyclone. In addition,
an upper-level polar vortex with a warm core is referred as the tropopause polar vortex (TPV) in Cavallo
and Hakim (2010).

2.2.2 Verification of the AC prediction
The same cyclone center detection method was applied to the ensemble forecast data. The existence
probability of the ACs was assessed for each NWP center, at each forecast lead time. The existence of
an AC at its mature stage was defined based on the cyclone center less than 995 hPa enclosed by at least
two closed contours (circular or elliptical) with 5 hPa contour interval.
In order to investigate the forecasts for individual ACs, predicted ACs were classified based on
thresholds for the great-circle distance and the difference in the central pressure between the predicted
and observed ACs. The threshold for the difference in the central positions (central pressure) was set at
450 km (8 hPa). Ensemble members were classified into four groups: both the development and position
of ACs were predicted well (higher-skill members); only the development was predicted well (onlydevelopment members); only the position was predicted well (only-position members); or both the
development and the position were predicted poorly (lower-skill members). Welch’s test was used to
examine the significance of differences between the groups (Welch, 1947).
Existence probabilities and forecast skills for ACs at their mature stage was assessed at each lead
time. Existence probabilities were defined as the ratio of ensemble members predicting the existence of
ACs to the total number of ensemble members. Forecast skills were measured as the root mean square
error of central pressure and the great-circle distance. The forecast skills for each AC were measured by
the ensemble mean of the errors for the members that predicted the existence of the ACs. The average
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central pressure and position errors for extraordinary ACs were calculated based on a weighted average
of the errors by the number of ensemble members that predict the existence of each AC.

2.2.3 Strike probability and its verification using Brier Skill Score and reliability diagram
The strike probability was used as probabilistic forecasts for ACs existence. The strike probability
for tropical cyclones (TCs) is defined as the probability that a TC will pass within a certain radius of a
given location within a certain lead-time window (Van der Grijn et al., 2004; Yamaguchi et al., 2013).
In this study, a radius using the calculation of strike probability for ACs was set to 400 km. The strike
probability was calculated at each equal-distance x–y grid point north of 65ºN (15,209 grid points). The
probability was calculated based on the number of ensemble members that predicted the AC existence
within 400 km radius.
Brier Skill Score (BSS) and reliability diagrams illustrate the performance and characteristics of a
probabilistic forecast system. BSS was defined as the ratio of Brier Score (BS) calculated from ensemble
forecasts to BS for a reference forecast (BSref). BS and BSS were calculated as follows:
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where, pi is the strike probability and oi is the existence of observed AC within 400 km (0: none, 1: exist)
at i-th grid point. N is the total number of samples (i.e., the number of grid points × the number of AC
events). The reference probability was calculated at each grid point and defined as the average existence
over all AC events at their mature stage. When BSS is equal to 1.0 (i.e., BS is 0), the probabilistic
forecast is perfect. On the other hand, when BSS is less than and equal to 0.0 (i.e., BS is greater than or
equal to BSref), the probabilistic forecast provides useless information.
Reliability diagrams are graphical means to assess the reliability of probabilistic forecasts. The
horizontal axis is the predicted probability and the vertical axis is the observed frequency. When the
forecast probability agrees with the observed frequency, the distributions lie along the diagonal. In such
a case, the forecast is considered to be reliable. When low-occurrence frequency is underestimated and
high-occurrence frequency is overestimated, the distribution that is flatter than 45°. In this case, the
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forecast is considered ‘overconfident’. In contrast, when low-occurrence frequency is overestimated and
high-occurrence frequency is underestimated, a distribution that is steeper than 45º. In this case, the
forecast is considered ‘underconfident’.
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Table 2.1

Configurations for operational medium-range ensemble prediction systems from TIGGE project (as of August 2016). “TxLy” in model resolution

indicates the horizontal total wavenumber truncation (x) and the number of vertical levels (y). DA, EnKF, SV, ETR, ETKF, 4D-Var, and GSI represent Data
assimilation, Ensemble Kalman Filter, Singular Vector, Ensemble Transform with Rescaling, Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter, Four-dimensional
Variational data assimilation, and Grid-point Statistical Interpolation, respectively.

NWP
center

Forecast model resolution

Forecast length
(days)

Ensemble size

Initial
perturbation

DA

Sea surface
temperature

Sea ice

CMC

0.9degL28 (– 16 Aug. 2011)
0.9degL40 (17 Aug. 2011 –)

16

21

EnKF

EnKF

uncoupled

uncoupled

ECMWF

TL399L62 (day 0-10), TL255L62 (day 11-15)
(– 31 Oct. 2013)
TL639L91 (day 0-10), TL319L91 (day 11-15)
(1 Nov. 2013 –)

15

51

SV

4D-Var

JMA

TL319L60 (– 25 Feb. 2014)
TL479L60 (26 Feb. 2014 –)

9 (– 25 Feb. 2014)
11 (26 Feb. 2014 –)

51 (– 26 Feb. 2014)
27 (26 Feb. 2014 –)

SV

4D-Var

uncoupled

uncoupled

16

21

ETR

GSI

uncoupled

uncoupled

15 (– 5 Nov. 2014)
7.25 (6 Nov. 2014 –)

24 (– 5 Nov. 2014)
12 (6 Nov. 2014 –)

ETKF

4D-Var

uncoupled

uncoupled

NCEP

UKMO

T126L28 (– 22 Feb. 2010)
T190L28 (23 Feb. 2010 – 13 Feb. 2012)
T254L42 (day 0-8), T190L42 (day 9-16)
(14 Feb. 2012 – 1 Dec. 2012)
TL574L64 (day 0–8), TL372L64 (day 9–16)
(2 Dec. 2012 –)
N216L70 (– 29 Apr. 2013)
N216L85 (30 Apr. 2013 – 5 Nov. 2014)
N400L70 (6 Nov. 2014 –)
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uncoupled
(– 31 Oct. 2013)
coupled
(1 Nov. 2013 –)

uncoupled

Table 2.2

Forecast length, and ensemble size, forecast model resolution, and data assimilation method for the GEFS reforecast.
Period

01 Dec. 1984 – 19 Feb. 2011

Model resolution

22 May. 2012 – 31 Dec. 2016

Ens.
Size

Initial
perturbation

Data assimilation

Sea surface
temperature

GSI from NCEP-CFSR (Saha uncoupled
et al., 2010) at T382L64

T190L28

20 Feb. 2011 – 14 Feb. 2012
14 Feb. 2012 – 21 May. 2012

Fcst. Length
(days)

16

11

T254L42 (day 0 – 8)
T190L42 (day 9 – 16)

ETR

Operational GSI analysis at
T574L64
Hybrid
EnKF-variational
analysis (Hamill et al., 2011)

20

Sea ice

uncoupled

Figure 2.1

(a) Observed SLP (contour, 2 hPa interval) and all cyclone centers (red circle, the values are

given on the right of each center). (b) Observed SLP (contour, 3 hPa interval) and temperature anomaly at
250 hPa (shading). The cyclone center of extraordinary AC are given by a white cross.
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CHAPTER 3 Results
3.1 Observed extraordinary ACs in summer during 2008–2016 and their
analysis uncertainties
Ten extraordinary ACs in summer during 2008–2016 were detected using ERA-Interim
(Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). Although an average of one or two extraordinary ACs occurred
during these summers, no extraordinary ACs occurred in the summers of 2009, 2011, or 2014.
Thus, the occurrence frequency of extraordinary ACs is dependent on year, owing to the
strength of the upper-level polar vortex (e.g., Tao et al., 2017) and baroclinicity over the AFZ
(e.g., Crawford and Serreze, 2016).
Of the 10 ACs, the AC12 had the lowest central pressure at its mature stage (965.3 hPa,
Fig. 1e), followed by the AC in August 2016 (967.3 hPa, Fig. 3.1j). The AC12 also had the
lowest central pressure anomaly of −43.7 hPa. Interestingly, the AC in June 2015 (Fig. 3.1h)
showed the third lowest central pressure but the largest size (radius of 1370.5 km) of all the
ACs and the second lowest central pressure anomaly (−42.3 hPa). A correlation between the
central pressure and radius of the ACs was −0.65, suggesting that the stronger AC tended to
have the larger size. Except for the AC in August 2010, the ACs reached their mature stage over
the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean, where maximum cyclone deepening occurs frequently
(Serreze and Barrett, 2008). Besides the ACs in August 2012 and 2016 (Parkinson and Comiso,
2013; Petty et al., 2018), the other ACs, especially long-lived ACs, also influenced sea-ice and
snow (Robinson, 2016).
As observations are limited over the Arctic (Jung et al., 2016), uncertainties in related
analyses are larger over the Arctic than over the Northern mid-latitudes (Jung and Matsueda,
2016). Therefore, it is important to assess the difference between control analyses and ERAInterim at the mature stage of the ACs.
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Overall, the central position of each AC at its mature stage in the control analyses was
comparable to that in the ERA-Interim (Figure 3.2a, b). The difference in central position
between each control analysis and ERA-Interim was less than 90 km in the majority of events.
The average differences for all AC events between ERA-Interim and the CMC, ECMWF, JMA,
NCEP, and UKMO analyses were 36.7, 36.2, 42.6, 28.7, and 43.7 km, respectively. The largest
difference (144.1 km) occurred between the ECMWF analysis and ERA-Interim for the AC in
August 2016 (event j in Figure 3.2b), followed by 126.4 km between the CMC analysis and
ERA-Interim for the AC in June 2008 (event a in Figure 3.2b), and 113.0 km between the
UKMO analysis and ERA-interim for the AC in August 2016 (event j in Figure 3.2b). Although
differences were larger for these ACs than for other ACs, differences were less than 15% of the
radius of the individual ACs.
Regarding the analyzed central pressure (Figure 3.2c), the differences between each
analysis and ERA-Interim were generally larger for the ACs from June 2008 to August 2012
(events a–e in Figure 3.2c) than for the ACs from July 2013 to 2016 (events f–i in Figure 3.2c).
The differences for the AC in August 2016 (event j in Figure 3.2c) were, however, similar to
those for the first five events. The central pressures in the CMC and UKMO analyses were
generally higher than those in ERA-Interim. In contrast, the central pressures in the ECMWF
analysis were lower than those in ERA-Interim, except for the ACs in June 2008 and August
2016. The average differences for all the events between ERA-Interim and the CMC, ECMWF,
JMA, NCEP, and UKMO analyses were 2.1, −0.9, 0.2, 0.0, and 1.2 hPa, respectively. For
individual ACs, the largest difference (10.3 hPa) occurred between the CMC analysis and ERAInterim for the AC in June 2008 (event a in Figure 3.2c), followed by 4.1 hPa between the
UKMO analysis and ERA-Interim for the same AC. Excluding the AC in June 2008 reduced
the average difference for the remaining nine ACs between the CMC analysis and ERA-Interim
to 1.2 hPa.
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These comparisons indicate that there were insignificant differences in both the central
pressure and position of the ACs at their mature stage. Therefore, ERA-Interim was treated as
the observed conditions for verifying the forecasts in the following subsections.
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Figure 3.1

Observed sea-level pressure (SLP) fields for the 10 extraordinary ACs at their

mature stage during summer 2008–2016 (ERA-Interim). The date of the mature stage is given
above each panel. Shading represents SLP <1000 hPa. The white cross indicates the AC center.
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Table 3.1

Date, central pressure, central pressure anomaly from climatology, radius, and

central position during the mature stage of each AC event.
Event

(a) 0000UTC

(b) 0000 UTC

(c) 0000 UTC

(d) 0000 UTC

(e) 1200 UTC

(mature time)

23 Jun. 2008

30 Jul. 2008

16 Aug. 2010

17 Jun. 2012

06 Aug. 2012

973.9

976.0

974.2

976.5

965.3

-36.6

-34.9

-37.7

-35.5

-43.7

797.4

849.3

1056.5

748.2

1107.8

Central position

82.5°N,

77.5°N,

76.0°N,

82.1°N,

82.3°N,

(lat, lon)

163.3°E

191.6°E

48.1°E

177.4°E

190.8°E

Event

(f) 1200 UTC

(g) 0000 UTC

(h) 0000 UTC

(i) 0000 UTC

(j) 0000 UTC

(mature time)

24 Jul. 2013

07 Aug. 2013

07 Jun. 2015

06 Jul. 2016

16 Aug. 2016

978.1

979.1

971.0

978.9

967.6

-32.3

-30.6

-42.3

-30.7

-41.2

886.0

678.2

1370.5

878.5

1010.4

Central position

80.4°N,

80.6°N,

87.4°N,

83.7°N,

84.9°N,

(lat, lon)

206.6°E

162.3°E

164.1°E

156.4°E

188.1°E

Central
pressure (hPa)
Central
pressure
anomaly (hPa)
Radius (km)

Central
pressure (hPa)
Central
pressure
anomaly (hPa)
Radius (km)
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Figure 3.2

Central positions of the analyzed ACs in ERA-Interim (black circle) and control

analyses (cross) of CMC (yellow), ECMWF (blue), JMA (red), NCEP (green), and UKMO
(purple), and (b) the difference of central position between ERA-Interim and the control
analysis. (c) Central pressures of the analyzed ACs for ERA-Interim (black horizontal line; the
value is given at the top-right corner of each frame) and each control analysis (colored bars;
differences >2.0 hPa between ERA-Interim and each analysis are given above or below each
bar). The letters (a–j) for each symbol in (a) correspond to the AC events shown in (b), (c), Fig.
3.1, and Table 3.1.
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3.2 Case studies of extraordinary AC predictions
3.2.1 AC in August 2012 – the strongest AC – (Yamagami et al., 2018a)
AC in August 2012 (AC12) had the lowest central pressure of all the extraordinary ACs in summer
during 2008–2016 (Table 3.1). A cyclone center first detected to the east of an upper-level trough over
Siberia at 1800 UTC on 2 August (Figure 3.3a and f). The cyclone moved northeastward and migrated
to the north of 70°N from the coast of the East Siberian Sea on 4 August (Figure 3.3b and c). The cyclone
was classified as the mid-latitude cyclone, because the upper-level trough accompanied by a warm core
was located over the west of the surface cyclone (Figure 3.3g and h). Meanwhile, a cyclone coupling
with the TPV and having an upper-level warm core existed over the East Siberian Sea on 3 August
(Figure 3.3b and g). Given its structure, the cyclone over the East Siberian Sea was classified as an AC.
On 4–5 August (Figure 3.3c, d, and m), the AC and the mid-latitude cyclone merged over the East
Siberian Sea, forming a multicenter cyclone (Hanley and Caballero, 2012). The upper-level warm cores
associated with the trough over Siberia and the TPV also merged during the merging of the surface
cyclones, and the merged warm core broadened and intensified (Figure 3.3h and i). The merged AC12
reached its mature stage at 1200 UTC on 6 August (Figure 3.3e, j, and o). AC12 wandered over the
Arctic Ocean for 8 days after its mature stage, and dissipated over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago on
14 August (Simmonds and Rudeva, 2012).
Some ensemble members initialized on 1 August failed to predict the cyclogenesis position of the
mid-latitude at 1800 UTC on 2 August (Figure 3.4a). In addition, almost all members predicted a slower
moving cyclone or a location that was farther south, except for some ECMWF and NCEP members. The
cyclogenesis prediction was improved in the members initialized on 2 August, in which the cyclogenesis
and the subsequent northeastward movement were predicted well (Figure 3.4b). The cyclone track
spread, however, became large when the predicted mid-latitude cyclones passed over the East Siberian
Sea, resulted in the different position at their mature time. In the forecast initialized on 3 August (Figure
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3.4c), all the members show an improvement in predicting the track and development, but with a slight
southward shift in the predicted position at the mature time.
For the prediction of AC12, several CMC, ECMWF, and NCEP members initialized at the end of
July predicted the development and position of AC12 with high skill (Figure 3.5). Members that
predicted the correct position existed in all five centers’ forecasts, and the number of members was much
larger than the number of ECMWF and NCEP members that predicted the correct central pressure. This
suggests that the position of AC12 is more predictable than its development. However, most members
predicted the development and position of AC12 poorly. Forecasts initialized on 1–4 August gradually
improved in predicting AC12. Predictions initialized on 2 and 3 August include a mix of higher-skill,
only-development, only-position, and lower-skill members for all NWP centers, suggesting that the
spread in the predicted central pressure of AC12 was the largest on these days. The 9 (25) ECMWF
members initialized on 2 (3) August predicted the development and position accurately. The CMC,
NCEP, and UKMO ensembles initialized on 3 (4) August showed large improvement in predicting the
development (position) of AC12. Almost all members initialized on 4 August predicted the position and
development of AC12 accurately. Similarly, the JMA ensembles initialized on 4 August showed a large
improvement. However, some JMA members initialized on 4 August still failed to predicted the
development of AC12. Thus, the JMA ensemble may have difficulty in predicting the development of
AC12. These results suggest that predictability of AC12 in operational EPSs is no more than 2–3 days.
Composites of predicted SLP and temperature anomaly at 250 hPa (T250 anomaly) for the five bestand worst-performing members at 1200 UTC on 6 August are shown in Figure 3.6. The best five
members were defined as forecasts with a position error of ≤450 km, and a lower central pressure than
that of other members. The worst five members had the largest position error, as the position error was
proportional to the central pressure error of the predicted AC12 (Figure 3.5a). Along with deepening of
the central pressure of AC12, the size of AC12 and the strong and broad warm core over AC12 was
correctly predicted by the best five members, except CMC (note that all the CMC members failed to
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predict the development and position of AC12). The strength of the predicted warm core by the best
performing ECMWF, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO members was similar to that of the analyzed warm core
(Figure 3.5b), but the northward expansion of the warm core was narrower. In contrast, the T250
anomaly (Figure 3.5c) reveals that CMC, ECMWF, JMA, and UKMO predicted two warm cores over
the Arctic region. One of the warm cores was predicted over the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean, and
the other south or southwest of that. NCEP predicted a weak warm core with two peaks over the Arctic
Ocean. The significant difference in T250 anomaly between the five best- and worst-performing
members corresponds to the center of the warm core in the best five members, and the two warm cores
in the worst five members. Therefore, merging of the warm cores accompanying the mid-latitude
cyclone from Siberia and the AC over the Arctic caused the development of the warm core of AC12.
This implies that an accurate prediction of the merging of the warm cores led to better prediction of the
development of AC12.
The difference of the upper-level predicted warm core at the mature stage is caused by the
difference in predicted upper-level geopotential height. The comparison of geopotential height at 300
hPa (Z300) between higher-skill and lower-skill ECMWF members initialized at 1200 UTC on 2 August
(Figure 3.7a and b) shows that the significant difference appeared at the trough over Siberia at 1200
UTC on 4 August. The trough in lower-skill members was deep compare with that in higher-skill
members. At the same time, positive and negative differences in Z300 appeared at the western and
eastern parts of TPV, respectively. These differences developed exponentially with increasing lead-time,
resulted in the deeper trough and the northward shift of TPV at 0000 UTC on 6 August in lower-skill
members. The difference in predicted T250 anomaly was consistent with that in Z300 (Figure 3.8b). A
significant negative difference appeared around the boundary between the two warm cores at 0000 UTC
on 5 August. At 1200 UTC on 5 August, the warm core accompanied by the trough merged with that in
TPV in higher-skill members, while the warm cores did not merge in lower-skill members due to both
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the southward displacement of trough and the different position of TPV. As a result, both the
development and position of AC12 failed to predict in the lower-skill members.
The comparison between higher-skill and only-position members (Figure 3.7c and Figure 3.8c)
shows that a significant negative difference in Z300 appeared on the ridge over the Laptev Sea at 0000
and 1200 UTC on 4 August. In addition to the negative difference, significant positive difference
appeared on the west of the trough over Siberia at 1200 UTC on 4 August, as with the difference between
higher- and lower-skill members. At 0000 and 1200 UTC on 5 August, positive and negative differences
appeared in the western part and at the center of the polar vortex, respectively, suggesting that the polar
vortex in the only-position members was farther eastward than in the higher-skill members. The polar
vortex in the higher-skill members was round in shape at 0000 UTC on 6 August, whereas the vortex in
the only-position members was oval shaped, with the long axis stretching from the East Siberian Sea to
the central Arctic Ocean. The central position of the polar vortex was similar in both categories. At 1200
UTC on 5 August, two warm cores joined and formed a merged warm core with a center over the coast
of northern Siberia in the higher-skill members, whereas the merging of two warm cores was underway
in the only-position members (Figure 3.8c). Concurrently, a significant negative difference appeared at
the boundary between the two peaks. At 0000 UTC on 6 August, the higher-skill members had a circular
warm core, while the only-position members had the warm core extending from the coast of the East
Siberian Sea to the central Arctic Ocean. Overall, the difference in predictions of AC12 between the
higher-skill and only-position members is predominantly associated with the difference in timing of the
merging of warm cores. Interestingly, some only-position members predicted that the lowest central
pressure of AC12 occurred after 1800 UTC on 6 August (not shown). This delay suggests that the main
difference between the only-position and other members was the timing of merging of upper-level warm
cores. Moreover, this delay highlights the importance of upper-level warm cores to the development of
the AC12.
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In contrast to the previous two categories, the difference in Z300 between higher-skill and onlydevelopment ECMWF members, initialized on 3 August, was not significant at the troughs over Siberia
at on 4 August (Figure 3.9a and b). However, a significant positive difference appeared around TPV on
4 August, and the difference developed with increasing lead-time. The positive difference indicates that
the TPV in only-development members was shifted south compared with that in higher-skill members.
Besides, the significant negative difference appeared at the trough over the Siberia at 0000 UTC on 5
August, indicating a larger meandering of the trough and ridge in only-development members. The
positive difference persisted until 0000 UTC on 6 August. The T250 anomaly shows significant negative
and positive differences at eastern and western parts of warm core over the East Siberian Sea,
respectively, at 0000 UTC on 5 to 6 August (Figure 3.9c and d). Thus, the merging position of the warm
cores in only-development members was farther westward compared with that in higher-skill members
due to the deeper trough and the southwestward-shifted TPV. Although the predicted position of TPV
was different, the merging of two warm cores and consequent development were accurately predicted
in only-development members.

3.2.2 AC in August 2013 – short period from the generation to mature –
The AC in August 2013 (AC13; Figure 3.10g) is characterized by a short period from its
cyclogenesis to mature stage. The cyclone center was first identified in the northern part of central
Siberia at 1800 UTC on 3 August, where it remained until 1200 UTC on 4 August (Figure 3.10a). An
upper-level trough was located west of the cyclone center, indicating that this cyclone can be classified
as a mid-latitude cyclone (Figure 3.10f). Concurrently, a weak cyclone with an AC structure existed
over the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3.10a, f, and k). The mid-latitude cyclone moved along
the north coast of Siberia and intensified gradually (~11.6 hPa/day) at 1200 UTC on 4–6 August,
associated with eastward movement of the upper-level trough (Figure 3.10 b–d, and g–i). Although the
surface AC disappeared at 0000 UTC on 6 August (Figure 3.10c), the upper-level warm core associated
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with the trough over Siberia merged with the warm core associated with TPV during the eastward
movement of the mid-latitude cyclone. At 0000 UTC on 7 August, the mid-latitude cyclone moved over
the central Arctic Ocean and attained its lowest central pressure of 979.1 hPa. The cyclone became
coupled with TPV, indicating that it developed to the AC structure during its mature stage (Figure 3.10e,
j, and o).
The central pressure predictions initialized on 31 July to 6 August show that operational EPSs have
difficulty predicting the existence of AC13 during its mature stage (Figure 3.11). In forecasts initialized
from 31 July to 2 August, all NWP centers show a low existence probability (~0.3). In particular, only
two JMA members initialized on 1 August predicted the existence of AC13 at its mature stage (Figure
3.11c). Thus, both the cyclogenesis and maintenance of AC13 were difficult to predict in 4.5–6.5-day
forecasts. The existence probability improved significantly in the forecasts initialized on 3 August in all
NWP centers (>0.76). In addition, more than half of the ECMWF and UKMO members performs well
in predicting the development and location of AC13 (blue symbols in Figure 3.11). In forecasts
initialized on 4 August, almost all of the CMC, ECMWF, and UKMO members show better skill in
predicting the development and location of AC13, whereas half of JMA and NCEP members did not
predict its development. In forecasts initialized on 5 and 6 August, all the members predicted the
development and location of AC13 correctly, except for a few CMC, JMA, and NCEP members
initialized on 5 August. Therefore, the predictability of AC13 was largely similar to that of AC12,
although the difficulty in predicting AC13 was related to its generation and maintenance rather than the
merging.
The SLP and Z300 fields (Figure 3.12) indicate that cyclogenesis of the mid-latitude cyclone over
central Siberia was induced by baroclinicity. Thus, the upper-level trough played an important role in
the generation and maintenance (development) of the surface cyclone. Composited Z300 fields for
members with and without AC13 are shown in Figure 3.12. For members that show AC13 initializing
on 3 August, the trough was located west of the center of the cyclone (Figure 3.12a), indicating a
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developing stage for the cyclone. For these members, the meandering of the trough over the Kara Sea
(~9030 m contour) is consistent with that over western Siberia (~9310 m contour). As a result, the deep
trough with an axis stretching from western Siberia to the central Arctic Ocean formed over the west of
the surface cyclone center. In contrast, for members that did not show the AC initializing on 2 August,
the trough over the Kara Sea did not meander (Figure 3.12b). Accordingly, there exists a significant
positive difference in Z300 over the Kara Sea in all NWP centers between members with and without
AC13. Consequently, the trough over western Siberia was separated from the trough over the Kara Sea
and did not form the broad trough seen in Figure 3.12a. This significant positive difference did not
appear in the comparison between members for which AC13 initialized on 2 and 3 August (Figure 3.12c),
suggesting that the positive difference is a key factor in the prediction of cyclogenesis and maintenance
of AC13. In addition, a significant negative difference is apparent over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago
(CAA) in both Fig 3.11b and c, indicating that it is insignificant in predicting the existence of AC13.
The comparison between ECMWF members with and without AC for each lead time shows that
the significant positive difference in Z300 at 1200 UTC on 5 August originated from the positive
difference over the Barents Sea at 1200 UTC on 3 August (Figure 3.13). The positive difference at 1200
UTC on 3 August developed over 24 hours. This result suggests that the small trough over the Barents
Sea at 1200 UTC on 3 August was difficult to predict correctly in the ECMWF forecast initialized on 2
August. These results also indicate that prediction of the depth of the trough was difficult in the forecasts
initialized from 31 July to 2 August because these forecasts showed a low probability of existence. In
the members without AC13, this growth in the positive error over the Barents Sea was seen not only in
ECMWF but also in the other NWP centers. Therefore, all NWP centers had difficulty predicting the
depth of the trough over the Barents Sea. In addition, the lower-level geopotential and temperature fields
between members with and without AC13 show small region in which all NWP centers agree on the
sign of the difference (not shown). In conclusion, the difficulty in predicting the cyclogenesis and
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maintenance of the mid-latitude cyclone was due to the difficulty in predicting the upper-level trough in
the AC13 case.

3.2.3 AC in August 2016 – the AC with multiple merges –
AC in August 2016 (AC16) was maintained for more than one month due to multiple merges with
cyclones both generated in the Arctic and migrating from lower latitudes (Yamagami et al. 2017). AC16
was similar to the AC12 not only in central pressure but also in radius and central position at mature
stage (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1).
At 0000 UTC on 10 August, two cyclones existed over the Scandinavian Peninsula and the central
Arctic Ocean (Figure 3.14a). The upper-level TPV accompanied by a warm core was located above the
cyclone over the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3.14f), indicating that the cyclone had an AC structure. In contrast,
an upper-level trough appeared over the North Atlantic, suggesting that the cyclone over the
Scandinavian Peninsula was classified as a mid-latitude cyclone. The mid-latitude cyclone traveled
along the north coast of Siberia, and formed a multicenter cyclone at 0000 UTC on 12 August (Figure
3.14b). While the merged AC was over the central Arctic Ocean, another mid-latitude cyclone migrated
to the Arctic from the Scandinavian Peninsula at 1800 UTC on 13 August (Figure 3.14c, h, and m). The
mid-latitude cyclone intensified significantly due to baroclinicity on 13–14 August, and it formed a
multicenter cyclone together with the AC at 1800 UTC on 14 August (Figure 3.14d and n). At 0000
UTC on 16 August, the merged AC recorded the lowest central pressure (Figure 3.14e and o). Upperlevel warm cores associated with the mid-latitude cyclone and the AC also merged on 14–16 August
(Figure 3.14i and j).
Almost all members initialized on 9 August failed to predict the development and/or position of
AC16 (Figure 3.15). The ECMWF forecast was improved in predicting central pressure at 10 August,
except for two ensemble members with central pressure of ~990 hPa. The central position forecasts
initialized on 11 August showed a vast improvement, particularly in the CMC, ECMWF and UKMO
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forecasts. The CMC and UKMO members initialized on the same date also showed significant
improvement in prediction of central pressure. In addition, 16 NCEP members initialized on 11 August
accurately predicted the central position of AC16. JMA shows improvements for both central pressure
and position in the forecasts initialized on 11 August and on 13 August. These results suggest that the
predictions of central pressure and position were improved simultaneously with decreasing lead-time.
Predicted central pressures in CMC, ECMWF, and JMA members initialized on 13–15 August are
similar to the analyzed central pressure in ERA-Interim. In contrast, those in the NCEP and UKMO
members were weaker than analyzed central pressure. The central pressure in the UKMO control
analysis was ~3.1 hPa higher than that in ERA-Interim (Figure 3.2c), which is consistent with the
weaker predicted AC in the UKMO forecasts. These results suggest that the predictability of AC16 is
about 3–4 days on average.
The forecast error of SLP in the only-position ECMWF members initialized on 11 August were
small around the multicenter cyclone over the central Arctic Ocean at 0000 UTC on 12 August (Figure
3.16b). A positive error appeared around the center of merged AC on 13 August, which was seen in all
NWP centers. Positive and negative errors in the south and north of the migrating mid-latitude cyclone
in the only-position ECMWF members at 0000 UTC on 14 August, implying poleward shifted track of
migrating cyclone. The positive and negative errors persisted on 14–15 August, and the positive error
was common to all NWP centers. In addition to the poleward shift of cyclone track, the positive error
indicates that the predicted mid-latitude cyclone was weak compared with the analyzed mid-latitude
cyclone. The cyclone merging between the mid-latitude cyclone and the AC was, however, predicted
correctly in only-position members at 0000 UTC on 15 August. Since merged AC shows the correct
position in only-position members, the cyclone merging contributes mainly to not the development but
the position of AC16.
Lower-skill ECMWF members initialized on 10 August also show the positive error around the
merged AC center on 13 August (Figure 3.16c). On 14 August, positive error of more than 7 hPa
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appeared around the mid-latitude cyclone, indicating that the development of the cyclone was weak
compared to the analyzed cyclone. In addition to the positive error, a negative error appeared over the
East Siberian Sea at 1200 UTC on 14 August. These positive and negative errors developed and persisted
until 1200 UTC on 15 August. These errors indicate that the predicted location of the merged AC was
correct on 13 August, although its development was weak compared with the analyzed AC. After 14
August, the predicted mid-latitude cyclone was shifted southeast compared with the analyzed position.
As a result, the merging between the mid-latitude cyclone and AC was not predicted correctly.
The predicted trough over the mid-latitude cyclone shows a positive error at 1200 UTC on 10
August in lower-skill ECMWF members initialized on 10 August (Figure 3.17). In consistent with the
positive error, a negative error appeared in the T250 anomaly around the trough (Figure 3.17c). These
errors indicate that the shallower trough with the weaker warm core lead to the baroclinic development
of the mid-latitude cyclone in the lower-skill members (Figure 3.16c). In addition, some lower-skill
members did not predict the cyclogenesis of the mid-latitude cyclone on 12 August, as with AC13
prediction (not shown). Concurrently, a negative error appeared around the ridge and trough over the
central Siberia (Figure 3.17b). These positive and negative errors developed at 1200 UTC on 13 August,
indicating that the predicted meandering of steering wind is smaller in lower-skill members than
analyzed meandering. In T250 anomaly, a negative error appeared at the warm core over the Arctic
Ocean on 13 August (Figure 3.17c), suggesting that the lower-skill members failed to predict the
merging of warm cores on 12–13 August. The positive and negative errors in Z300 developed around
the TPV on 14 August, and the positive error combined with a positive error over the CAA (Figure
3.17b). These positive and negative errors indicate that the predicted TPV was displacement to the
Pacific side compared to the analyzed TPV. In the T250 anomaly, the positive error appeared over the
Pacific side of the warm core, and the negative error appeared at the center of the warm core on 14–15
August (Figure 3.17c). Therefore, mid-latitude cyclone migrated to the southeast of analyzed position
due to the weak meandering of upper-level trough and ridge, resulted in the failure of merging of upper-
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level warm cores. The positive and negative errors in Z300 and T250 anomaly appeared in the lowerskill members in all NWP centers. Note that the common errors among all NWP centers’ lower-skill
members corresponded to the significant difference (95 % significance level) between higher-skill and
lower-skill ECMWF members.
These results indicate that the cyclone merging on 12–13 August (first merging), baroclinic growth,
and the cyclone merging on 14–15 August (second merging) are a key factor in prediction of AC16.
When the three processes are correctly predicted, the predicted AC would have accurate central pressure
and position (higher-skill members). When only the baroclinic growth of the mid-latitude cyclone were
correctly predicted, the predicted AC would be categorized as the only-development members. When
only the second merging was predicted well, the position of predicted AC would be correct (onlyposition members). When a forecast failed to predict all the processes, the predicted AC would be
categorized as the lower-skill members.

3.2.4 AC in June 2015 –the largest AC without merging –
The AC in June 2015 (AC15) has the largest size of all ACs (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). AC15
was generated over the North America, and it reached over the North Atlantic at 0000 UTC on 1 June
(Figure 3.18a). AC15 migrated in the Arctic from the north of the Scandinavian Peninsula on 3–4 June
(Figure 3.18b, c). The structure of AC15 was classified as the mid-latitude cyclone because the upperlevel trough existed over the west of surface cyclone on 4 August (Figure 3.18c, h). The upper-level
geostrophic wind oriented to the central Arctic Ocean and AC15 traveled further northward on 5 August
(Figure 3.18d and i). Thus, the traveling of AC15 was attributed to the upper-level steering wind. AC15
reached its lowest central pressure (971.0 hPa) near the North Pole at 0000 UTC on 7 June (Figure
3.18e). Concurrently, TPV was located above the surface cyclone, indicating that the structure of AC15
became that of ACs (Figure 3.18j). In contrast to the previous three ACs, there was no ACs over the
Arctic during the development of AC15. Although AC15 formed a multicenter cyclone on 2–3 June
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(Figure 3.18a, b, k, and l), a period from the cyclone merging to the mature stage of AC15 was ~3 days.
Therefore, the merging might have a little contribution to the development of AC15.
Almost all ensemble members initialized from 31 May to 2 June failed to predict the position of
AC15 (Figure 3.19). In contrast, the development of AC15 was accurately predicted by some members
in all NWP centers at these lead times. The number of only-development members increased in CMC,
ECMWF, and JMA predictions initialized on 1–2 June. The NCEP forecast initialized on 2 June shows
an improvement in predicting the central pressure of AC15. The central position prediction shows vast
improvement in the CMC, ECMWF, NCEP, and UKMO forecasts (the JMA forecast) initialized on 3
(4) August. Almost all members initialized on 4–6 June predicted the central pressure and position of
AC15 correctly. These results indicate that the development of AC15 was more predictable than its
central position. In addition, existence of AC15 at its mature stage was accurately predicted in all
ensemble members throughout the entire lead times.
All ensemble members initialized on 1 June accurately predicted the initial position and subsequent
northeastward traveling of AC15 (Figure 3.20a). The predicted cyclone tracks, however, began to differ
between members when predicted AC15 passed over the northern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula.
Some members predicted a slower moving of AC15. In particular, all NCEP members predicted the
location of AC15 over Svalbard at 0000 UTC on 7 June. Others predicted the cyclone tracks with an
eastward shift, especially the ECMWF members. In forecasts initialized on 2 June (Figure 3.20b), the
predicted AC15 was also located further south from the observed position at the mature stage. Almost
all the CMC, ECMWF, JMA, and NCEP members initialized on 2 June predicted central pressures <980
hPa. The slower traveling speed of predicted AC15 was improved in the forecasts initialized on 3 August,
except for some CMC and JMA members (Figure 3.20c).
Since no ACs existed over the Arctic during the development of AC15, it is expected that the upperlevel trough and ridge play an important role in its development and position. The difference in Z300
between only-development and lower-skill ECMWF members initialized at 1200 UTC on 1 June shows
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significant differences around trough and ridge over the surface cyclone (Figure 3.21a and b). A
significant positive difference appeared over the Barents at 1200 UTC on 2 August, and the difference
developed on 3–5 June. Meanwhile, another positive difference appeared over the North Atlantic. The
positive difference around the trough over the surface cyclone indicates the westward shift of steering
wind in lower-skill members. In addition, the exit region of the steering wind over the central Siberia
oriented westward in lower-skill members compared with that in higher-skill members. As a result, the
surface cyclone traveled further west. Hence, predicted AC15 was coupled with TPV at lower latitude
and did not developed due to baroclinic instability in lower-skill members.
The significant difference in the upper-level temperature anomaly between higher- and lower-skill
members did not appear (not shown.). In contrast, lower-level temperature (temperature at 850 hPa)
shows significant differences on 4–6 June (Figure 3.20c and d). Positive and negative difference
appeared around the positive temperature anomaly, indicating that the warm advection due to cyclonic
wind of AC15 was shifted westward in lower-skill members. This westward shift of warm anomaly
corresponds to that of the upper-level steering wind. Similar significant difference appeared in the
comparisons between only-development and lower skill in the other NWP centers (not shown).
The comparison between higher-skill and only-development ECMWF members initialized on 2
June was shown in Figure 3.22. In this comparison, only-development members were divided into two
groups. One group contains the members with AC’s central position of < 90°E (western onlydevelopment members; Figure 3.22b). The other contains the members with AC’s central position of
>90°E (eastern only-development members; Figure 3.22c). The comparison between higher-skill and
western only-development members shows that a significant positive difference appeared over the
central Arctic at 1200 UTC on 2 August (Fig. 3.22b). This positive difference developed during 2–4
June, and the difference was located at the exit of upper-level steering wind at 1200 UTC on 5 June. At
1200 UTC on 6 August, positive and negative differences appeared in the TPV over the Barents Sea,
though the negative difference is not significant. These differences indicated southward shift of TPV in
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western only-development members compared with that in higher-skill members. In contrast, the
comparison between higher-skill and eastern only-development members shows that the significant
negative difference appeared around the exit of steering wind at 1200 UTC on 6 August (Fig. 3.22c).
The origin of the negative difference in eastern only-development members was an insignificant
negative difference over the northern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula at 1200 UTC on 2 June. As a
result of the significant negative difference, the upper-level steering wind in eastern only-development
members displaced southeast compared to that in the higher-skill members. Central position of TPV in
eastern only-development members was almost similar to that in higher-skill members at 1200 UTC on
6 June. These comparisons indicate that the prediction of an upper-level trough and ridge has a large
influence on the prediction of central position of AC15. These results also revealed that the difference
in upper-level fields over the central Arctic at initial time influenced to position forecasts of AC15,
although there is no pre-existing AC over the Arctic.

3.2.5 Summary of case studies
Accurate predictions of cyclogenesis, cyclone traveling, and cyclone merging lead to
accurate predictions of development and location of extraordinary ACs. Upper-level fields
associated with trough, ridge, and TPV have significant impacts on these three processes.
For ACs with merging event (Figure 3.23a), first key process for accurate prediction of
development and location of ACs is the cyclogenesis of migrating (mid-latitude) cyclone. The
cyclogenesis is predicted accurately in higher-skill, only-development, and only-position
members. In contrast, when a forecast failed to predict cyclogenesis, it is classified as lowerskill members (red; e.g., AC16) or non-existent members (gray; e.g., AC13 and AC16). When
the cyclogenesis is predicted correctly, forecast skills of ACs depend on predicted upper-level
fields. When upper-level trough and ridge, and position of TPV predicted correctly, merges
between mid-latitude cyclones and ACs were predicted accurately. As a result, predicted AC
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shows correct central pressure and position. These forecasts are classified as higher-skill
members (blue). When predictions of TPV position are accurate and predictions of trough and
ridge are poor, those predictions did not predict development of AC due to a lack of cyclone
merging. In this case, the predicted AC shows an accurate position because the location of TPV
was predicted well. These forecasts were classified as only-position members (green; e.g.,
AC12). When forecasts are classified as only-development members (orange), prediction skills
for trough and ridge and positions of TPV shows several combinations. First, the upper-level
trough and ridge was predicted accurately, but position of TPV was not predicted accurately.
Second, both the upper-level trough and ridge and position of TPV was not predicted correctly.
In these two cases, merges of upper-level warm cores associated with merges of surface
cyclones are predicted correctly at different location from observation. The merging of upperlevel warm cores and subsequent development of merged warm core lead to the development
of ACs. Hence these predictions are classified as only-development members (e.g., AC12).
When baroclinic instability is the main contributor to the development of ACs, the development
is predicted accurately without cyclone merging prediction (e.g., AC16).
The combination of forecast skills for individual processes in each classification for ACs
without merging event is simple compared with that for ACs with merging (Figure 3.23b; e.g.,
AC15). When a forecast fail to predict cyclogenesis of ACs, it is classified as non-existent
members (gray). When cyclogenesis, an upper-level trough and ridge, and position of TPV were
predicted accurately, the forecast classified as higher-skill members (blue). When upper-level
trough and ridge are not predicted correctly, the forecast is classified as only-development
(orange), only-position (green), or lower-skill members (red). When a relation of locations
between a surface cyclone and trough are favorable to the baroclinic development, the forecast
is classified as only-development members. When predicted upper-level steering winds are
accurate, the forecast is classified as the only-development members. When the baroclinic
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growth and steering wind was not predicted correctly, the forecast was classified as the lowerskill members.
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Figure 3.3

Analyzed (a–e) SLP, (f–j) geopotential height at 300 hPa (contours) and temperature

anomaly at 250 hPa (shading), and (k–o) SLP (contour) and relative vorticity at 850 hPa (shading) at
1800 UTC on 2 to 6 August 2012. Contour intervals are 4 hPa for SLP and 80m for geopotential height.
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Figure 3.4

Predicted tracks of AC12 in forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC on (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 August

2012 for CMC, ECMWF, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO (colored lines). The circle represents the positions at
1800 UTC on 2 August 2012. The color of the squares indicates the predicted minimum SLP at 1200 UTC
on 6 August 2012. The right blue lines represent the analyzed track and the contours show the analyzed SLP
at 1200 UTC on 6 August (ERA-Interim).
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Figure 3.5

Predicted minimum SLP at the center of AC12, valid at 1200 UTC on 6 August 2012 for (a)

CMC, (b) ECMWF, (c) JMA, (d) NCEP, and (e) UKMO, for different forecast initialization dates. Each
ensemble member is represented by a symbol following the legend (predicted central pressure (P) and
distance (D) between the predicted and observed cyclone center at 1200 UTC on 6 August 2012). The red
dashed line (ANL) represents the minimum SLP of AC12 in ERA-Interim at 1200 UTC on 6 August 2012.
The number of all ensemble members is given at the top-right corner of each frame, the number of ensemble
members that predicted the AC existence is given at the bottom of each frame at each initial date.
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Figure 3.6

Predicted SLP (contour, intervals are 4 hPa) and temperature anomaly at 250 hPa (T250

anomaly, shading) of the five (a) best- and (c) worst-performing ensemble members for each NWP center.
Forecasts are initialized at 1200 UTC on 2 August 2012 and valid at 1200 UTC on 6 August. Hatching
in (a) and (c) represents areas with a significant (95% level) difference in T250 anomaly between the
best and worst members. (b) Observed SLP at 1200 UTC on 6 August 2012 from ERA-Interim. The
cross marks the analyzed AC center and the contour interval is 4 hPa.
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Figure 3.7

Predicted geopotential height at 300 hPa for composites of (a) higher-skill, (b) lower-skill,

and (c) only-position ECMWF members initialized at 1200 UTC on 2 August 2012, valid at 0000 UTC
on 4 to 6 August 2012 at 12-hourly intervals. The shading in (b) and (c) represents the difference between
(a) and (b) (lower- minus higher-skill members), and between (a) and (c) (only-position minus higherskill members), respectively, where the significance is at the 90% confidence level. The cross represents
the AC12 center in ERA-Interim at that time step.
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Figure 3.8

Same as Figure 3.7, but for predicted temperature anomaly at 250 hPa.

Figure 3.9

Predicted (a, b) geopotential height at 300 hPa and (c, d) temperature anomaly at 250 hPa

for composites of (a, c) higher-skill and (b, d) only-development ECMWF members initialized at 1200
UTC on 3 August 2012, valid at 0000 UTC on 4 to 6 August 2012 at 12-hourly intervals. The shading
in (b) and (d) represents the difference (only-development minus higher-skill members, where the
significance is at the 90% confidence level) between (a) and (b), and between (c) and (d), respectively.
The cross represents the AC12 center in ERA-Interim at that time step.
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Figure 3.10

Same as Fig. 3.3, but for AC13.

Figure 3.11

Same as Fig. 3.5, but for AC13.
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Figure 3.12

Predicted Z300 for composites of members (a, c) with and (b) without AC initialized at

1200 UTC on (b, c) 2 August and (a) 3 August 2012, valid at 0000 UTC on 5 August 2013 for CMC,
ECMWF, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO (left to right columns). The shading in (b) represents the difference
between (a) and (b), and that in (c) represents the difference between (a) and (c). Bold colors indicate a
significant difference at the 95% confidence level. The cross represents the AC13 center in ERA-Interim.
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Figure 3.13

Same as Fig. 3.9a and b, but for ECMWF members (a) with AC initialized on 3 August

and (b) without AC initialized on 2 August, valid from 1200 UTC on 3 August to 1200 UTC on 5 August.
Bold color indicates the region in which all NWP centers agree on the sign of the difference between
members with and without AC13.
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Figure 3.14

Same as Fig. 3.3, but for AC16.

Figure 3.15

Same as Fig. 3.5, but for AC16.
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Figure 3.16

(a) Analyzed SLP (contour) from 1200 UTC on 12 August to 1200 UTC on 15 August

(left to right columns) in ERA-Interim. The cross represents the AC16 center in ERA-Interim. (b, c)
Predicted SLP (contour) and its error (shading) for composites of (b) only-position members initialized
at 1200 UTC on 11 August and (c) lower-skill ECMWF members initialized at 1200 UTC on 10 August,
valid at 1200 UTC on 12 August to 1200 UTC on 15 August (left to right columns). The shading in (b)
represents the error between (a) and (b), and that in (c) represents the error between (a) and (c). Bold
color indicates the region in which all NWP centers agree on the sign of the errors.
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Figure 3.17

(a) Analyzed geopotential height at 300 hPa (contour) and temperature anomaly at 250

hPa (shading) from 1200 UTC on 12 August to 1200 UTC on 15 August (left to right columns). (b, c)
Predicted geopotential height at 300 hPa (b, contour) and temperature anomaly at 250 hPa (c, contour)
for composites of lower-skill ECMWF members initialized at 1200 UTC on 10 August 2016, valid at
1200 UTC on 12 August to 1200 UTC on 15 August (left to right columns). The shading in (b) represents
the error between (a) and (b), and that in (c) represents the error between (a) and (c). Bold color indicates
the region in which all NWP centers agree on the sign of the errors. The cross represents the AC16 center
in ERA-Interim.
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Figure 3.18

Same as Fig. 3.3, but for AC15.

Figure 3.19

Same as Fig. 3.5, but for AC15.
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Figure 3.20

Same as Fig. 3.4, but for AC15.
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Figure 3.21

Predicted (a, b) geopotential height at 300 hPa and (c, d) temperature anomaly at 250 hPa

for composites of (a, c) only-development and (b, d) lower-skill ECMWF members initialized at 1200
UTC on 1 June 2015, valid at 1200 UTC on 2 to 6 June 2015 at 24-hourly intervals. The shading in (b)
and (d) represents the difference (lower-skill minus only-development members, where the significance
is at the 95% confidence level) between (a) and (b), and between (c) and (d), respectively. The cross
represents the AC15 center in ERA-Interim.
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Figure 3.22

Predicted geopotential height at 300 hPa for composites of (a) higher-skill and only-

development ECMWF members with the predicted AC position of (b) < 90°E and (c) > 90°E members
initialized at 1200 UTC on 2 June 2015, valid at 1200 UTC on 2 to 6 June 2015 at 24-hourly intervals.
The shading in (b) and (c) represents the difference between (a) and (b) and between (a) and (c) (onlyposition minus higher-skill members), respectively. Bold colors indicate a significant difference at the
95% confidence level. The cross represents the AC12 center in ERA-Interim at that time step.
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Figure 3.23

Schematic diagram for classification of predicted ACs. Top panels indicate the key factors for ACs prediction. “Accurate” (“inaccurate”)

indicate a forecast accurately (inaccurately) predicts the key factor described at top panels. The colored arrows indicate the higher-skill (blue), onlydevelopment (orange), only-position (green), lower-skill (red) members’ forecasts. The gray arrows indicate the members without ACs.
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3.3 Average predictability of Arctic cyclones
3.3.1 Forecast skill for summer ACs during 2008–2016 by TIGGE (Yamagami et al.
2018b)
The existence probability of ACs is mainly related to the forecast performance for the
generation (but also maintenance) of the ACs (Figure 3.24a). For 10 extraordinary ACs, ECMWF
exhibited the highest probability at lead times of 2.5–6.5 days, with probabilities of ~0.77 and
~1.0 on average, at lead times of 6.5 and 2.5 days, respectively. Both CMC and NCEP were the
second-best performing centers at lead times of 4.5–6.5 days. The probability differences between
ECMWF and these two centers were ~0.10 and ~0.05 at lead times of 6.5 and 4.5 days,
respectively. Overall, JMA and UKMO showed the lowest probability at equivalent lead times,
and their differences in existence probability from ECMWF were ~0.18 and ~0.08 at lead times
of 6.5 and 4.5 days, respectively. Thus, ECMWF showed 1- to 1.5-day advantage in predicting
AC generation and maintenance at these lead times, compared with the other centers, this is, the
probability for ECMWF at a lead time of 6.5 days was similar to the probability for the other
centers at lead times of 5.0–5.5 days. At lead times of 2.5–3.5 days, JMA and UKMO displayed
vast improvement whereby probabilities were >0.95, similar to ECMWF and CMC. Although
NCEP showed the lowest existence probabilities of 0.93–0.98 at these lead times, all centers had
a probability of 1.0 at lead times of ≤1.5 days.
The existence probability verified for each AC were shown in Fig. 3.25. For example, the
existence probability for the AC in June 2015 (Figure 3.25h) was ~1.0 at almost all lead times for
all NWP centers. The probability was also higher for the ACs in July 2013 (except at a lead time
of 7 days, Figure 3.25f) and August 2016 (Figure 3.25j) than for all remaining ACs. Conversely,
the existence probability of ~0.3 for the AC in August 2013 (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.25g) at
lead times of 4.5–6.5 days was the lowest out of the 10 ACs, but significantly improved at a lead
time of 3.5 days. As seen in the Section 3.1.2, the generation of the AC over the Eurasian continent
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was difficult to predict at lead times ≥4.5 days, due to the failure of the upper-level trough
prediction. For these ten events, the long-lived ACs are likely to show the high existence
probability, especially in its developing stage.
Regarding the central pressure forecast, on the whole, ECMWF exhibited the highest forecast
skill in predicting central pressures at all lead times (Figure 3.24b). The central pressure errors
were 13.3 hPa and 1.7 hPa at lead times of 6.5 and 0.5 days, respectively. Overall, ECMWF had
1- to 1.5-day advantage compared with the other centers, as well as the existence probability.
Further, ECMWF had the higher skill in predicting central pressures compared with the other
NWP centers for most AC events (Figure 3.26). At lead times of 4.5–6.5 days (Figure 3.24b),
CMC and NCEP were the second-best performing centers. The differences in central pressure
errors between ECMWF and these two centers were 1.0 and 2.8 hPa at lead times of 6.5 and 4.5
days, respectively. For these lead times, JMA and UKMO exhibited the lowest performance, and
their differences from ECMWF were 2.5 and 4.3 hPa at lead times of 6.5 and 4.5 days, respectively.
CMC was also the second-best performing center at lead times of 1.5–3.5 days, whereas NCEP
had the lowest forecast skill at these shorter lead times. The performance of JMA improved
considerably at lead times ≤3.5 days and its central pressure errors were similar to those for CMC
at lead times of 3.5 and 1.5 days. Furthermore, JMA had the second lowest central pressure error
of 2.6 hPa at a lead time of 0.5 days. For individual ACs (Figure 3.26), the forecast for the AC in
August 2012 showed particularly low skill compared with the other ACs (Figure 3.26e). As seen
in the Section 3.1.1, the development of an upper-level warm core resulting from a merging
cyclone was difficult to predict in this AC event. In contrast, the central pressure errors for the
ACs in July 2013 (Figure 3.26f) and 2016 (Figure 3.26i) were apparently lower than those for the
other ACs.
For predictions of the central position (Figure 3.24c), the average errors in the 6.5-day
forecasts were 650–800 km for all NWP centers. These average position errors were
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approximately equal to the radius of the ACs (Table 3.1), suggesting that all NWP centers failed
to predict the positions of the ACs at this lead time. At lead times of 1.5–5.5 days, ECMWF
showed the highest performance in predicting the central position and a 1-day advantage
compared with the other centers, as well as the existence probability and forecast skill of central
pressure. The difference in the average errors between ECMWF and the other centers was ~100
km. At lead times of 3.5–5.5 days, the average position error was larger for CMC than for the
other centers. However, the CMC forecast improved significantly at a lead time of 2.5 days and
the error was similar to that for JMA, NCEP, and UKMO at lead times of 1.5–2.5 days. At a lead
time of 0.5 days, all NWP centers exhibited average errors <100 km. The central position errors
for individual ACs (Figure 3.27) showed that the AC in June 2015 (Figure 3.27h) had the largest
error of all the ACs, especially in the longer forecast lead time range. As seen in the Section 3.1.4,
the northward movement of predicted AC was short compared with that of the analyzed AC in
this event. Conversely, the errors for the ACs in July 2013 (Figure 3.27f) and 2016 (Figure 3.27i)
were lower than those for the remaining ACs. In these ACs, the position of an upper-level polar
vortex was predicted well compared with the other ACs. Unlike the central pressure predictions,
the best performing center was dependent on the AC event, particularly at lead times of 4.5–6.5
days.
The average central position error for ECMWF at a lead time of 4.5 days reduced to less than
half of the mean observed radius (469.1 km) for the 10 ACs, with the average pressure error of
8.8 hPa. In addition, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO had average position errors <496.1 km at a lead
time of 3.5 days and their average central pressure errors were 9.2, 10.7, and 10.4 hPa, respectively.
Predictions of CMC had an average central position error <496.1 km at a lead time of 2.5 days,
with average central pressure error of 5.5 hPa.
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3.3.2 Forecast skill for summer ACs during 1986–2016 by GEFS reforecast
Twenty-six extraordinary ACs were detected in summer during 1986–2016 using ERAInterim. At the mature stages for these 26 ACs in the GEFS control analysis (Figure 3.28; Table
3.2), the ACs on 7 August 1995 (event I) and 2012 (event U) indicate the lowest central pressure
(964.7 hPa), followed by ACs on 7 August 1991 (event F; 967.8 hPa) and 16 August 2016 (event
Z; 968.3 hPa). Overall, these AC observations agree with the results of Simmonds and Rudeva
(2012), although their results suggest that the AC on 7 August 2012 had a lower central pressure
than that on 7 August 1995. This inconsistency may be attributed to differences in the datasets
and cyclone detection methods. The AC on 27 June 1988 (event C) indicates the largest size
(radius of 1512.8 km), followed by the ACs on 25 July 2013 (event V; 1356.5 km) and 7 June
2015 (event X; 1161.9 km). The average radius of the 26 ACs is 866.3 km. Excluding the ACs on
27 June 1988 and 25 July 2013, the radii of the ACs are inversely correlated with their central
pressures over the period 1986–2016 (correlation coefficient of −0.60). This relationship is
consistent with the result of ERA-Interim for 10 ACs during 2008–2016. The ACs that occurred
during the most recent 10 years (events Q–Z) reached their mature stage over the Pacific side of
the Arctic Ocean, except for the AC in August 2010 (event S). However, five ACs (events E, I, J,
O, and P) reached their mature stage over the Barents or Kara Sea during 1986–2006, as for the
AC in August 2010. No long-term trend is found in their strength, size, or position (Figure 3.29a).
The year-to-year variation in the number of extraordinary ACs was larger after 2002 than before
1998 (Figure 3.29b). Namely, the Arctic environment in some summers becomes a more favorable
condition for the development of ACs, but that in other summers becomes a more adverse
condition.
Forecast performances of the GEFS reforecast for cyclogenesis and maintenance for the 26
ACs are shown as an average existence probability in Figure 3.30a. The average existence
probabilities of the GEFS reforecast (hereafter referred to as “GEFS”) for the 26 ACs during
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1986–2016 (black) increase with decreasing lead times for 4.0–7.0 days. The probabilities of
GEFS for the 26 ACs reached more than 0.9 up to a lead time of 3.0 days. The existence
probabilities of GEFS for the 10 ACs during 2008–2016 (brown), which is equivalent verification
to the operational EPSs' forecasts, were similar to those for the 26 ACs after lead times of 4.0
days, except at the lead time of 7.0 days. This similarity indicates no improvement in predictions
of AC existence with lead times of 4.0–6.0 days. The probabilities become more than 0.9 with
lead times of 1.0–3.0 days for both the 10 and 26 ACs. The existence probability for the 10 ACs
indicates that GEFS has similar skill to JMA (red) and UKMO (purple) in predicting AC existence.
The existence probabilities for 16 out of 26 ACs are more than 50% with a lead time of 7 days
(Figure 3.30a), which is consistent with the average existence probability (i.e., GEFS failed to
predict the existence of ~40% of the extraordinary ACs one week in advance). In particular, ACs
on 4 July 2002 (event L) and 25 July 2013 (event V) are predicted by all ensemble members with
this lead time. The maintenance (generation) of the AC on 4 July 2002 (25 July 2013) is well
predicted. Up to a lead time of 4.0 days, the existence of all 26 ACs was predicted by more than
half of the members. The existence probabilities with lead times less than 4.0 days are 100% for
all AC events, except for those on 9 July 1986 (event D), 25 July 2002 (event M), and 18 August
2006 (event P). Particularly, the existence probabilities of ACs on 9 July 1986 and 25 July 2002
were less than 80% even with lead times of 2.0–3.0 days. The cyclogenesis for these two ACs is
well predicted by almost all members, but their maintenances are difficult to predict. These two
events contributed to the lower average existence probability for the 26 ACs compared with the
10 ACs with lead times of 2–3 days (Figure 3.30a). With a lead time of 1.0 day, the existence
probability is 100% for all 26 ACs. The existence probabilities for individual ACs also indicate
no interannual improvement in predicting AC existence throughout entire lead times.
The average central pressure errors of GEFS for the 26 ACs (black) are more than10 hPa with
lead times of 5.0–7.0 days (Figure 3.30b). The average central pressure error is almost similar to
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those for the 10 ACs (brown) with these lead times. The central pressure errors for GEFS becomes
less than 9.0 hPa at lead times of 4.0 days for both the 26 and 10 ACs. GEFS shows the second
largest central pressure for the 10 AC with lead times of 1.0–2.0 days. The differences in the
average central pressure errors between for the 26 and 10 ACs are small throughout entire lead
times, as with existence probabilities. Thus, the forecast skill for central pressure of AC suggests
no improvement with all lead times. Although the average central pressure errors of GEFS for the
10 ACs are equivalent to those of CMC (yellow) and ECMWF (blue) with lead times of 5.0–7.0
days, the existence probabilities of GEFS are lower than those for these two NWP centers (Figure
3.30a). This result indicates that GEFS has difficulty in predicting the cyclogenesis. However,
after the cyclogenesis was correctly predicted, GEFS predicts the development of AC as well as
CMC and ECMWF. The central pressure errors for NCEP (green) are larger than those for GEFS
for the 10 ACs throughout entire lead times. The average central pressure error for GEFS for 9
ACs without the AC on 6 July 2016 (event Y in Figure 3.31b) are almost the same that for the 10
ACs (the AC is not included in the calculation of average errors for NCEP due to data gaps). One
of the causes might be the difference in control analyses, used for the verification, between GEFS
and NCEP. The largest difference in analyzed central pressures between NCEP and GEFS is ~8.8
hPa for AC in June 2008, followed by ~7.4 hPa for AC in August 2010 (not shown). These results
suggest that the differences in central pressure errors between GEFS and NCEP are attributed not
to the difference in forecast models but to the difference in control analysis, especially in 2008–
2010.
From the central pressure errors for individual ACs (Figure 3.31b), forecast skill of central
pressure significantly depends on AC events in 1.0- to 7.0-day forecasts. For a lead time of 1.0
day (blue symbols in Figure 3.31b), the largest central pressure error (7.94 hPa) is for the AC on
7 August 1991 (event F). The central pressure error for the AC on 7 August 1995 (event I), in
addition to that for the AC on 7 August 1991, is large compared with those for the remaining ACs
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for a lead time of 3.0 days (green symbols in Figure 3.31b). The AC on 7 August 2012 (event U)
also has a larger central pressure error than the other ACs for lead times of 5.0 and 7.0 days
(yellow and red symbols in Figure 3.31b). The observed central pressures of these three ACs are
the first lowest and third lowest of all ACs (Table 3.2). These results suggest that the central
pressure errors correlate with the observed central pressure, especially after a lead time of 5.0
days. The correlation coefficient between the observed central pressure and the central pressure
error for lead times of 7.0 days is −0.75, revealing a strong inverse relationship. As with tropical
and extratropical cyclones, the development of ACs, particularly stronger ACs, is difficult to
predict.
Average central position errors of GEFS for the 26 ACs (black) monotonically decrease with
decreasing lead times (Figure 3.30c). The average central position errors are 812.0 km and 108.9
km for lead times of 7.0 and 1.0 days, respectively. The average position errors for the 26 ACs
decrease to less than half of the mean observed radius for the 26 ACs (433.1 km) at lead time of
3.0 days. Average central position errors of GEFS for the 10 ACs (brown) are similar to those for
the 26 ACs for all lead times, except for lead times of 7.0 and 4.0 days. GEFS for the 10 ACs
shows smaller position error than NCEP (green) with lead times of 5.0–7.0 days. Given that the
difference in central position between the GEFS control analyses and ERA-Interim is small for
the 10 ACs (the average difference in analyzed position for the 10 ACs is 39.3 km), the differences
in control analyses used for the verification presumably have little impact on these differences in
central pressure errors. The difference in existence probabilities (i.e., weights used for the
calculation of average errors) between NCEP and GEFS can lead to the difference in the average
central position errors. For example, the central position error of 7.0-day GEFS forecast is
weighted with an existence probability of 0.45 for the AC on 17 June 2012 (event T in Figure
3.31c) , whereas the central position error of 6.5-day NCEP forecast is weighted with an existence
probability of 0.76 for the same AC (Figure 3.27d). Namely, ACs which have larger central
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position error are excluded in the calculation of average errors of GEFS because their existences
are not predicted. With the lead time of 4.0 days, the average position error of GEFS for the 10
ACs is similar to that in CMC (yellow). The position error for the AC on 6 July 2016 (event Y in
Figure 3.31c) might be a main contributor to this larger position error in the 4.0-day forecast.
Excluding AC on 6 July 2016 reduced the average position error about 60 km in the 4.0-day
forecast in GEFS. Overall, GEFS has an intermediate forecast skill in predicting location of ACs
among the all NWP centers.
The central position errors for individual ACs with a lead time of 1.0 day (blue symbols in
Figure 3.31c) are less than a quarter of the mean radius for the 26 ACs (216.6 km), indicating that
the AC positions are correctly predicted. The AC on 6 July 2016 (event Y) has the largest central
position error (205.7 km) with this lead time. With a lead time of 3.0 days (green symbols in
Figure 3.31c), the central position errors for all the ACs are less than half the mean radius of the
26 ACs (433.1 km), except for the four ACs (event A, C, I, and T). The locations of these four
ACs were not predicted correctly even in a 3.0-day forecast. The prediction for the AC on 25 July
2002 (event M) shows the largest position error (1175.9 km) with a lead time of 5.0 days (yellow
symbols in Figure 3.31c), which are larger than the average radius of the 26 ACs. However, the
central position error for the 8 ACs (events A, F, H, K, L, Q, R, and U) is smaller than half the
mean radius of the 26 ACs at this lead time. Besides, the central position errors of three ACs
(event V, T, and Q) are smaller than half of the average radius of the 26 ACs even in a 7.0-day
forecast (red symbols in Figure 3.31c). These results indicate that the forecast skill of AC location
significantly depends on AC events, as with that of AC development (Figure 3.31b).
Figure 3.32 shows an example of the strike probability map for the AC on 16 August 2016
(AC16) during its mature stage. In the 1.0-day forecast, the 75–100% probability area is located
over the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3.32a). The large area of the probability of 75–
100% indicates a small ensemble spread of AC location. The high-probability area agrees well
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with the observed AC position for this lead time. The area of high strike probability (75–100%)
is smaller in the 3.0-day forecast than in the 1.0-day forecast (Figure 3.32b). In addition, the areas
of lower probability (less than 75%) are broad in the north–south direction. The areas of 75%–
100% probability agree with the half of observed areas. The remaining half of observed areas
overlaps with the areas of 25–75% probability. Two-thirds of the 50–75% probability area overlap
with the observed strike area, indicating that the strike probability in the 3.0-day forecast roughly
agrees with the occurrence frequency of AC16. In the 5.0-day forecast, the area more than 10%
probability shifts southwestward (Figure 3.32c). Fewer grid points are included in the 75–100%
probability area, and these grid points do not overlap with the observed strike area. The area more
than 10% strike probability does not correspond to the eastern part of the observed location. In
the 7.0-day forecast (Figure 3.32d), the 75%–100% and 50%–75% probability areas are not
present, indicating a large ensemble spread for AC location. Low existence probabilities
(compared with shorter lead time forecasts) also contribute to this low strike probability (Figure
3.31a). A probability more than 10% appears over the central Arctic Ocean and the Laptev Sea.
The separation suggests that some ensemble members predict the location of the mid-latitude
cyclone migrating from lower latitude and others predict the location of the AC after cyclone
merging (section 3.2.3).
The BSS and reliability diagram for probability of AC existence within 400-km radius from
a given location, calculated based on the strike probability, are shown in Figure 3.33. In the 1.0day forecast, the regressed line (bold black) of reliability follows the diagonal line for the entire
forecast probability (Figure 3.33a), which is consistent with the small position error and high
existence probability for each AC (Figure 3.33a and c). The GEFS reforecast, however,
overestimates the high-occurrence area in the 3.0-day forecast (Figure 3.33b), indicating that the
GEFS reforecast is overconfident in predicting AC existence within 400-km radius. As indicated
by the raw value line (thin gray), the high-probability range (probability more than 50%) is the
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primary contributor to the overconfidence of the GEFS reforecast. Overestimation in the highprobability range is larger in the 5.0-day forecast than in the 3.0-day forecast (Figure 3.33c).
Furthermore, a 100% probability area is not present with this lead time, and the GEFS reforecast
underestimates the AC existence in the low-probability range (probability less than 40%). The
number of missed grid points (0%) is more than ten times that of the 1.0-day forecast. However,
the BSS are positive up to the 5.0-day forecast. Therefore, the strike probability is useful for
estimation of the AC existence up to a lead time of 5.0 days. The 7.0-day forecast (Figure 3.33d),
is even more overconfident and has negative BSS. Overall, although the strike probabilities are
overconfident with lead time of more than 1.0 day, they provide useful information for existence
of extraordinary ACs up to a lead time of 5.0 days.

3.3.3 Summary of average predictability
Overall, ECMWF showed 1- to 1.5-day advantage in predicting the existence, central pressure,
and central position of the ACs, compared with the other centers. The second-best performing
center was dependent on the forecast lead time and the AC event. The average central position
error for ECMWF (CMC) decreased to ≤469.1 km, which is half of the average radius for the 10
ACs in 2008–2016, at a lead time of 4.5 (2.5) days, and its average central pressure error was 8.8
(5.5) hPa. Further, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO had an average position error ≤469.1 km at a lead
time of 3.5 days, and their average central pressure errors were 9.2, 10.7, and 10.4 hPa,
respectively. The results suggest that the operational EPSs generally predict the position of the
ACs within 469.1 km at 2.5–4.5 days before the mature stage, with a central pressure error of
5.5–10.7 hPa.
The forecast skills in the existence, central pressure, and central position of the 10 ACs
predicted by the GEFS reforecast were similar to those predicted by the five leading NWP centers
in TIGGE. The GEFS reforecast exhibited the existence probability of >0.9 at lead times of 1.0–
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3.0 days. The existence probability was similar to that in JMA and UKMO throughout entire lead
times, except at the lead time of 7.0 days. The forecast skill of central position was similar to that
in JMA, NCEP, and UKMO, at all lead times, except at lead time of 4.0 days. At the lead time of
4.0 days, the GEFS reforecast showed the similar skill to the CMC forecast. Therefore, the
average central position error for the GEFS reforecast decreased to ≤433.1 km at a lead time of
3.0 days, and its average central pressure error was 9.0 hPa. Furthermore, the existence probability,
central pressure error, and position error for the 26 ACs in the GEFS reforecast showed almost
similar to those in the five leading NWP centers in TIGGE. The average central position error
decreased to ≤433.1 km, which is half of the average radius for the 10 ACs in 1986–2016, at lead
time of 3.0–3.5 days. The existence probability and forecast skills of central pressure and position
estimated from the 26 ACs in the GEFS reforecast supported the generality of these estimated
from the 10 ACs in the five leading NWP center in TIGGE.
Neither existence probability nor forecast errors for the individual ACs show any
improvements in the forecast skill. Therefore, the forecast skills of extraordinary ACs
significantly depend on events, regardless year-by-year improvement of forecast skills in Z500 in
the Northern Hemisphere (Hamill et al. 2013) and the Arctic (Daily scores for Z500 predicted by
the GEFS reforecast are available at the TIGGE Museum,). These results indicate that the
variability of forecast skills among the AC events is so large that an improvement by increasing
the number of observations does not appeared.
Probabilistic forecasts of the GEFS reforecast for the AC existence within 400-km radius,
based on the strike probability, are reliable at a lead time of 1.0 day. On the other hand, the
probabilistic forecasts are overconfident at lead times of 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 days, as with other
severe weather events (Matsueda and Nakazawa, 2015). However, Brier Skill Scores are positive
up to a lead time of 5.0 days, indicating that the strike probability forecast provides useful
information for approaching of extraordinary ACs up to the 5.0-day forecast.
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Figure 3.24

Average (a) existence probability, (b) central pressure error, and (c) central position

error for the mature stages of 10 extraordinary ACs in summer of 2008-2016, predicted by CMC
(yellow), ECMWF (blue), JMA (red), NCEP (green), and UKMO (purple), as a function of
forecast lead time. The forecasts were verified against ERA-Interim.
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Figure 3.25

As in Fig. 3.24a, but for each AC.

Figure 3.26

As in Fig. 3.24b, but for each AC.
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Figure 3.27

As in Fig. 3.24c, but for each AC.
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Figure 3.28

Observed sea-level pressure (SLP) fields for the 26 extraordinary ACs at their

mature stage during summer 1986–2016 (GEFS control analysis). The date of the mature stage is
given above each panel. Shading represents SLP < 1000 hPa. The white cross indicates the AC
center.
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Table 3.2

Date, central pressure, and radius during the mature stage of each AC event in Summer during 1986–2016.

Event (mature date)

(A) 17 Jun. 1986

(B) 02 Jul. 1986

(C) 27 Jun. 1988

(D) 09 Jul. 1989

(E) 08 Aug. 1990

(F) 07 Aug. 1991

Central pressure (hPa)

975.2

976.3

976.8

977.1

972.8

967.8

Radius (km)

541.3

542.3

1512.8

811.0

1015.0

919.2

Event (mature date)

(G) 09 Jun. 1992

(H) 08 Aug. 1994

(I) 08 Aug. 1995

(J) 11 Aug. 1997

(K) 18 Aug. 1998

(L) 04 Jul. 2002

Central pressure (hPa)

972.8

971.0

964.7

975.2

972.2

973.1

Radius (km)

834.6

660.9

1072.3

910.5

700.7

612.6

Event (mature date)

(M) 25 Jul. 2002

(N) 17 Aug. 2005

(O) 15 Jun. 2006

(P) 18 Aug. 2006

(Q) 23 Jun. 2008

(R) 30 Jul. 2008

Central pressure (hPa)

979.1

979.5

978.9

980.9

979.1

978.5

Radius (km)

651.3

728.4

590.1

885.4

783.2

739.1

Event (mature date)

(S) 16 Aug. 2010

(T) 17 Jun. 2012

(U) 07 Aug. 2012

(V) 25 Jul. 2013

(W) 07 Aug. 2013

(X) 07 Jun. 2015

Central pressure (hPa)

969.1

974.7

964.7

979.7

975.5

970.4

Radius (km)

1032.5

749.8

1115.0

1356.5

718.8

1161.9

Event (mature date)

(Y) 06 Jul. 2016

(Z) 16 Aug. 2016

Central pressure (hPa)

980.1

968.3

Radius (km)

866.9

1011.7
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Figure 3.29

(a) Observed central pressure (solid line; left vertical axis) and radius (broken line; right

vertical axis) for the 26 ACs designated by (A) to (Z). (b) Time series of the number of extraordinary
ACs in each summer from 1986 to 2016.
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Figure 3.30

Average (a) existence probability, (b) central pressure error, and (c) central position error

during the mature stage of 26 ACs in summer during 1985–2016 (black) and 10 ACs in summer during
2008–2016 (brown) from the GEFS reforecast, as a function of forecast lead time. Colored broken lines
are the same as Figure 3.24, but verified against own control analysis.
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Figure 3.31

Existence probability for individual mature ACs in summer during 1985–2016 from the

GEFS reforecast. The vertical axis is forecast lead time, and colored bars indicate existence probabilities
of ≥6/11 (red), ≥9/11 (green), and 11/11 (blue). (b, c) Ensemble mean central (b) pressure error and (c)
position error for individual mature ACs at lead times of 1 (blue), 3 (green), 5 (yellow), and 7 (red) days,
predicted by the GEFS reforecast. Error bars indicate one standard deviation and are given for forecasts
with existence probabilities of ≥6/11. These forecasts were verified against own control analyses.
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Figure 3.32

Strike probability map for the AC in August 2016 from (a) 1-, (b) 3-, (c) 5-, and (d) 7-day

forecasts of the GEFS reforecast. The strike probability is defined as the probability that the AC is
located within 400 km of a given location during its mature stage. This probability is calculated based
on the number of ensemble members which predicted ACs. Colored shading indicates probabilities of
5%–25% (blue), 25%–50% (green), 50%–75% (yellow), and 75%–100% (red). Black shading indicates
a location within 400 km of the center of an observed AC during its mature stage.
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Figure 3.33

Reliability diagrams for forecast probabilities that an AC exists within a 400-km radius

during its mature stage from (a) 1-, (b) 3-, (c) 5-, and (d) 7-day forecast of the GEFS reforecast.
Reliabilities and their regression lines are indicated by gray and black lines, respectively (left vertical
axis). The number of samples (grid points) predicting an event is indicated by blue bars, and the number
of samples for which the event actually occurred is indicated by dashed red bars (right vertical axis).
The Brier Skill Score (BSS) are given at the upper-left corner of each panel. Forecast probabilities were
verified for 26 ACs during 1986–2010.
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

4.1 Predictions of individual extraordinary ACs
Upper-level fields have significant influences on the development and location of extraordinary
ACs. In particular, accurate predictions of upper-level troughs and ridges are necessary for predicting
cyclogenesis and development via baroclinic instabilities during the developing stage for cyclones
migrating from lower latitudes. The trough and ridge also influence the track of the migrating cyclones.
Zheng et al. (2013) performed a sensitivity analysis of a snowstorm (a mid-latitude cyclone) that
developed over the east coast of North America. They found that the predictability of its development
was influenced by initial errors associated with the upper-level trough and ridge of cyclones over the
northeastern Pacific and central United States, while the predictability of its position was influenced by
initial errors associated with the upper-level short-wave troughs over the southern Great Plains. Present
study also showed that the initial difference in the upper-level trough and ridge between higher- and
lower-skill members propagates northeastward and increases during the developing stage of migrating
cyclones in the AC12, AC15, and AC16 events. In addition, AC13 predictions revealed that initial errors
around upper-level troughs lead to failures in predicting cyclogenesis for mid-latitude cyclones.
Therefore, the development and position of predicted ACs depend on predictions of upper-level troughs
and ridges.
In addition to upper-level troughs and ridge, TPVs are a sensitivity source in AC predictions. The
location of a TPV is correlated with that of surface AC during the developing stage through vertical
coupling in the AC12 event. Hence, accurate predictions of TPVs are also required to correctly predict
the development and location of ACs. Radiative forcing can contribute to the intensification and lifetime
of TPVs (Cavallo and Hakim, 2009, 2010). Cavallo and Hakim (2012) showed that radiative forcing
leads to a shift in TPV due to changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation over the Arctic, as inferred
from a comparison of simulations with and without radiative forcing. In the present study, given that the
forecast model in each NWP center uses the same radiation scheme for all ensemble members, the
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difference in its impact on the spread of TPV locations would be small among ensemble members.
However, differences in large-scale circulation between in higher-skill members and lower-skill
members can cause difference in TPV location. Therefore, not only initial perturbations around the TPV
but also those at lower latitudes can lead to the difference in TPV location.
This study also suggests that both baroclinic instability and vertical coupling between TPVs and
surface cyclones are required for the development of extraordinary ACs. Vertical coupling plays an
essential role in the development of some ACs, whereas baroclinic instability is more important in the
development of other ACs. For example, the vertical coupling and consequent merging of upper-level
warm cores were as important as the baroclinic instability in the development of AC12. Tao et al.
(2017b) used the Weather Research and Forecasting model to show that temperatures at 300–100 hPa
caused an intensification of AC12 and also affected its location during the mature stage. In contrast,
baroclinic instability was more important in the development of AC16 than the vertical coupling of
vortices. The influence of the vertical coupling is larger on prediction of AC16 location than on
prediction of AC16 development. The findings of the present study are consistent with the results in Tao
et al. (2017b).

4.2 Forecast skill for extraordinary ACs
This study also investigated the average forecast skill for extraordinary ACs during summer. Ten
(twenty-six) extraordinary ACs were detected in summer during 2008–2016 (1986–2016). In contrast
to previous studies, the 26 extraordinary ACs did not show a long-term trend in their number, central
pressure (strength), or radius (Figure 3.29). Simmonds and Keay (2009) reported that the number of
cyclones over the Arctic in September displayed no significant trend during 1979–2009, whereas their
strengths and radii followed a significant increasing trend. In contrast, Koyama et al. (2016) showed that
the number of cyclones over the Arctic during summer indicated a significant decreasing trend. They
also reported that the number of extreme cyclones over the Arctic shows no significant temporal trend
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in the period of 1979–2014. However, Rinke et al. (2017) determined that the number of extreme
cyclones increased during 1979–2015, using station data from Ny-Ålesund. These discrepancies in the
number, strength, and radius of cyclones over the Arctic may be attributed to differences in data,
methods of cyclone detection, and period (Neu et al., 2013; Simmonds et al., 2008).
The average central position errors (Figure 3.24) indicate that the average forecast skill for
extraordinary ACs is lower than that for mid-latitude cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere (Froude,
2010), although the position error for mid-latitude cyclones in Froude (2010) was estimated from both
extraordinary and ordinary mid-latitude cyclones. The forecast skill for mid-latitude cyclones in the
Southern Hemisphere is lower than that for the Northern Hemisphere (Froude, 2011) presumably due to
the sparse network of observations. The network of observations is also sparse over the Arctic (Jung et
al., 2016), resulting in uncertainties in control analysis (Inoue et al., 2015; Jung and Matsueda, 2016).
Given that the forecast skill for extraordinary ACs is similar to that for mid-latitude cyclones in the
Southern Hemisphere, the sparse observation network may contribute to the lower forecast skills for
both extraordinary ACs and mid-latitude cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere.
Mechanisms associated with the development and maintenance of extraordinary ACs may also
contribute to the lower forecast skill. Yamazaki et al. (2015) showed that radiosonde observations over
the Arctic improved predictions of the development and position of AC12, primary due to improvements
in TPV forecasts. Thus, both the upper-level trough and the TPV can contribute to forecast uncertainty.
In addition, the cyclone merging might be an additional source of uncertainties. For the AC12 prediction,
the ensemble spread significantly increased during the merging between AC and mid-latitude cyclone.
Prieto et al. (2003) showed that the interaction of two barotropic vorticities significantly depends on the
ratios of their strengths and sizes, and the distance between the vortices. Since a barotropic vortex (AC)
merged with a baroclinic vortex (mid-latitude cyclone) in AC cases, the interaction between these two
types of vortices might be highly nonlinear and sensitive to their strengths and sizes, and the distance
compared with two barotropic vortices.
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The difference in average forecast skills between ECMWF and JMA suggests a minimal influence
of ensemble size on forecast skill. Given that the model resolution has little impact on forecast skill of
Z500 over the Arctic (Bauer et al., 2016) and the representation of extraordinary mid-latitude cyclones
(Jung et al., 2006), and the ECMWF control analysis is the closest to the mean of all the NWP centers’
control analysis (Park et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2010), the higher quality of the ECMWF control analysis
may be the primary contributor to its higher forecast skill in the comparison among the NWP centers for
the same AC event. In contrast, neither existence probability nor forecast errors for the individual ACs
show any improvements in the forecast skill of the GEFS reforecast, regardless year-by-year
improvement of forecast skills in Z500 in the Northern Hemisphere (Hamill et al. 2013) and the Arctic
(Daily scores for Z500 predicted by the GEFS reforecast are available at the TIGGE Museum). The
variability of forecast skills among the AC events is so large that an improvement by increasing the
number of observations is not apparent. Therefore, accurate prediction of upper-level fields due to
increase of observation improves predictions for some ACs. For the other ACs, accurate prediction of
other processes, like surface temperature, might have large impacts on improvement of AC prediction.
The best-performing NWP center in terms of forecast skill in predicting AC central positions
depends on the AC event, as well as other severe events (Matsueda and Nakazawa, 2015), particularly
at lead times of 4.0–7.0 days. This suggests that an estimate of central-position forecast uncertainties
using a multi-center grand ensemble (MCGE) approach (Matsueda and Tanaka, 2008) would be useful
to ensure the safety of human activities over the Arctic, such as shipping on the Northern Sea Route and
aviation on the Polar Route. In addition, the MCGE approach would reduce the overconfidence of
position predictions for extraordinary ACs, as for tropical cyclones (Yamaguchi et al., 2012). To
demonstrate the usefulness of the MCGE approach for AC forecasts, future work should focus on
extending the period of analysis and including ordinary AC events due to small sample size of
extraordinary ACs.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

This study investigated the forecast skill for extraordinary ACs in summer and key factors for their
accurate prediction, using five leading operational medium-range ensemble forecasts and the secondgeneration GEFS reforecast. In particular, this work evaluated predictions of the probabilities of
existence, central pressure, and central position of extraordinary ACs.
First, predictions of individual extraordinary ACs were investigated using the operational mediumrange ensemble forecast. Ten extraordinary ACs were detected in summer during 2008–2016 based on
criteria of central pressure, central position, and area-averaged upper-level temperature anomalies.
Because of the sparse network of observations, larger analysis uncertainties are expected over the Arctic
than at lower latitudes. The central pressure and position of individual mature ACs from control analyses
of each NWP center are similar to those of ERA-Interim data. The average differences in the central
pressure and position for the 10 ACs between each center’s control analysis and ERA-Interim are less
than 0.5 hPa and 37.6 km, respectively. The AC in August 2012 (AC12) had the lowest central pressure
of all the ACs, followed by the AC in August 2016 (AC16), whereas the AC in June 2015 (AC15) had
the largest size. In addition to predictions for these three ACs, the forecast for an AC that occurred in
August 2013 (AC13) was analyzed in detail, because the period between its cyclogenesis and mature
stage was short.
After classifying ensemble members based on errors in their predictions for the development and
position of each AC, a comparison of the composite fields of geopotential height at 300 hPa and
temperature anomalies at 250 hPa revealed that accurate prediction of the upper-level trough is one of
the key factors in accurate predictions of extraordinary ACs. Differences in the predicted upper-level
troughs between ensemble members lead to differences in the development and location of surface
cyclones migrating into the Arctic through baroclinic instability and the direction of the upper-level
steering flow, respectively (AC12, AC15, and AC16). The predicted upper-level trough and ridge also
influence the cyclogenesis of migrating cyclones (AC13). Tropopause polar vortices (TPVs) are another
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key factor in accurate predictions of extraordinary ACs. As evidenced by a developing-stage surface AC
over the Arctic that was vertically coupled with a TPV, TPV locations are correlated with surface AC
locations. For AC12, predictions of cyclone merging and the consequent development of an upper-level
warm core were essential for accurate predictions of intensification and position. However, forecasts for
cyclone merging were important mainly for position predictions in the case of AC16. Therefore, both
TPV and upper-level trough and ridge predictions have an impact on predictions of the development and
position of extraordinary ACs.
Second, average forecast skills of extraordinary ACs were investigated. On average, ECMWF
exhibits a 1.0- to 1.5-day advantage in predicting the existence, central pressure, and central position of
extraordinary ACs, compared with the other centers. The second-best performing center depends on the
forecast lead time and the AC event. The average central position error for ECMWF (CMC) decreases
to ≤469.1 km (half the average radius for the 10 ACs) at a lead time of 4.5 (2.5) days, and its average
central pressure error is 8.8 (5.5) hPa. Furthermore, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO have an average position
error of ≤469.1 km at a lead time of 3.5 days, and their average central pressure errors are 9.2, 10.7, and
10.4 hPa, respectively. These results indicate that the operational EPSs generally predict the position of
the ACs within 469.1 km at 2.5–4.5 days before the mature stage, with a central pressure error of 5.5–
10.7 hPa. Results also suggest that a higher quality of the control analysis, rather than higher model
resolution or larger ensemble size, is a main contributor to improve forecast skill for extraordinary ACs.
The mean forecast skill for extraordinary ACs is lower than that for mid-latitude cyclones in the
Northern Hemisphere (Froude, 2010), but similar to that in the Southern Hemisphere (Froude, 2011).
The sparse network of observations over both the Arctic and Southern Hemisphere (Jung et al., 2016)
and the consequent analysis uncertainties in initial conditions (Inoue et al., 2015; Jung and Matsueda,
2016) are presumably important reasons for the observed similarity in forecast skills. However,
mechanisms associated with the development and maintenance of ACs during summer, particularly a
coupling between upper- and lower-level vorticities, also contribute to the lower predictability
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(Yamazaki et al., 2015). Furthermore, the best-performing center in predicting the central position
depends on the AC event, along with other severe events (Matsueda and Nakazawa, 2015). This suggests
that an estimate of uncertainties in the central position forecast using a multi-center grand ensemble
approach would provide useful information for shipping on the Northern Sea Route and aviation on the
Polar Route.
In addition, this study also assessed average forecast skills for 26 extraordinary ACs occurred in
summer during 1986–2016. More than 90% ensemble members of the GEFS reforecast predicted
existence for the 26 ACs up to a lead time of 3.0 days. The average existence probabilities of the GEFS
reforecast for the 10 ACs during 2008–2016 were similar to those for the 26 ACs. The average central
position errors of the GEFS reforecast for the 26 and 10 ACs decreases to less than 433.1 km (half of
average radius for observed 26 ACs at their mature stage) with a lead time of 3.0 days. Average central
pressure errors for both the 26 and 10 ACs are 6.9 hPa and 6.1 hPa at such a lead time. This result
indicates that the GEFS reforecast has similar forecast skills in predicting central pressure and position
to the operational EPSs’ forecasts. Besides, probabilistic forecasts of the GEFS reforecast for the AC
existence within 400-km radius, based on the strike probability, are reliable at a lead time of 1.0 day. On
the other hand, the probabilistic forecasts of the GEFS reforecast are overconfident at lead times of 3.0,
5.0, and 7.0 days, as with other severe weather events (Matsueda and Nakazawa, 2015). However, BSS
are positive up to a lead time of 5.0 days, indicating that the strike probability forecast provides useful
information for approaching of extraordinary ACs up to the 5.0-day forecast.
This study focused on predictabilities for extraordinary ACs; however, accurate predictions for ACs
of smaller scale and weaker intensity are also important to ensure the safety of human activities in the
Arctic. These ACs are generated by baroclinic instabilities due to temperature differences over land, the
open ocean, and sea ice (Inoue and Hori, 2011). Therefore, lower-boundary conditions (e.g., SST, SIC,
and soil moisture) and analysis uncertainties in surface variables (Bauer et al., 2016; Jung and Matsueda,
2016) will have significant influences on the predictability of these ACs. In addition, cyclonic activity
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in summer is different each year. For example, ACs occurred frequently during the summer of 2016, but
no extraordinary ACs occurred during the summer of 2014. Hence, predicting cyclonic activity during
upcoming summers on sub-seasonal to seasonal timescales will also be important for decisions related
to human activity in the Arctic. Further AC predictability studies are therefore required at various time
scales.
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